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.LIFE

i'ln
I

'Eds year,
.

perspective

as

the

yearbook staff members have put their

hearts and souls iato tibis book, we've had ORe vision ill:
mind: to represent Oralltoberts University, one face at a
time. This has been our purpose with every page, every

picture, and every hour we spent ill OUiI office 'aad believ@ me, there have been maIlY). W@
e that the students of Oral Robetts
University al1e Ihe best iR tlte world, and we Ilave
to serve you by
ing a yearbook that (apt.res that spirit of excellence.
•

nalural. WheAl
I arrived

n

I

came

to ORU this

fall, it w.as after a

campus, though, the energy and the
ing in me. An exci.elDent aDd sease of parpose
and I was ready to tackle *he coming yeaI' with

ore

on

off� and I struggled through the aU-nigaters,

of classes

Mondays, Wedn:esdays and fridays.
od always bmugl't p@ople her:e at ORU il\�o my
reminded me tbat I only ha
ne chance to
IFE God has ivem me as I
bly ean,

friends

dftalleng
Ie a new
perspective on
same

excellence.

ppJl'eciatioA f
�;. And I kno

corm&y and go kl a se
dent body as well, thi

ew

and

hope,

el

speakers

e

fact that I

that lor the
and renewed vision.

E�fellell�e. Thfgugh this year I've seen

them

myself more than eVier before. This
eberts in a September chapel grew to be
E became

way of rhinkil\8. If becaJUe tbe
eose to ignore. My prayer is thaf in this book
that agent of change
gy, that inspira
a

·

l we

can

at the

1

pl\otos,

aryou
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never

had,

;I LIFE the same way

L. I. F. E.

Now
Richard

...

Roberts is

role. After

taking

over

a man

who knows his

for his father

as

Presi

that His

IPmace stays
strong in its founding purpose
sure

university in 1993, Rob and never strays {porn it."
erts knew that he faced many challenges. In
Robertsnotonly branded the
addition to the task of reducing a multi-mil University to follow these Bib
dent and CEO of the

lion dollar debt, President Roberts had the
pressUit<e of running God's university without

lscal attributes, he set the ex
ample. President Rob@J1'�S eom

{lompl1omilsmg the m�egrilty or vision God had misted himself �@ serving
the student body,
glVlen to (1;;hanQ�lor Oral Roberts.
"God! told my f�ther, Oral Roberts, 'Build me functioning not only
a
university God told me, �Run me a univer as the president of
the ufMrversity, but
sity,'" President Roberts said.
Eight years laf�!r 'It:te debt of ORU has been also €1$ lilts spiritua�
significafltitly reduced and is still f�g, and �eadef.
emo1lmrent is air an aM-me Mgh for :the sixth
"(the ro]es of
_

f

consecutive yeM. Roberts studied other CJh;ris'
nan universities and saw that there was C! trend

toward

compromising founding principles

in

P.resident and

Spiritual Leader)
compliment

order to offer "broader" educadenal opportuni
ties. Instead of following tile bend, Roberts has

each ot'h€r,"
Pare$ideillt

taken a plloac",V'e appr.oach to stoppmgtli\e smite
type of compr.o11li:se bom happening at ORU.

iRobed$

One of the programs he :inJi1liate(lj was called
"Choose Ll,lFI1""
The "Choose LIFE" pro

gram is an aCf.o!l1tym tor Love,
iIntegtity, F@rgiv.:en�s and

E)<iceIWenEJe. It is 00: OfpOFtu

"One
without the

other would
destroy both.

if

President Reb
erts
dedicated

nit)! �o f"eu� the uni
versify on its Christ- him$e�f �® meeting
back- the student' s spi:Ji�il
centered
tual needs, and
ground.
"I am 'branding acted out that commitment by speaking in. chapel otten
t)lHs campus to be a through the year. He dared students to "be a Darnel" a
p�aEJ@ of to�e, �o be a to stand up to me pressures of society and the world. �
placeofintegri�, to ehaUell�e pe1Fpetl1af@cil both the foundling principle 0
be a place offorgive- sending students into every man's world and the "Cho
ness, to be a place of LIFEU ;program.
excellence," Roberts
By JPrayerfully leading the campus on multiple le
stated !in an August !President Richard Roberts is walking out hisrole of se
chape] service. (We gene�ation president. He is building upon the foun
are" going) to be not
principles of the Unive:r5�ty, and simultaneovsly ]ea
just all that we can be. his stamp on the lives of stnde!J!.lts. His leadership ens
but to be mere than that the vision of Oral Roberts University win pro
N

..

we can

be, and
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to be

wen into the

new

millennium.

nrst thingS first
Despite his busy

scheudle,

President Roberts never
fails to commit time to his
wife Lindsay and their
daughters Olivia, Chloe and

Jordan (far left).
Out of the omea
As

a

healing evangelist,

President Roberts prays for
hundreds of people each
):'ieaF. iP'ietmed is ORU
alumnus Tim Redmond.

Future

lallng llie reigns
president and fust

lady Richafd and Lindsay
Roberts smi�e in

anticipaday. of President
Roberts commissioning to

tion

on

the

p'residency in 1993.
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evolving culture of today's
computer generation, and the rapidly
changing society in which w€ live, LIFE in today's

With

the

world often

ever

seems

hectic and out- of- control.

Busy schedules, multiple activities, and com
mitments can often cloud over the importance
of heritage, history, and purpose. As a society,
we 1rravel at mach lliree down �hre highway of
life, and a look in the rearview mirror is usually
we think that
seen as a waste of time
only
-

what lies ahead matters.
This page is dedicated to a man who did look
back

-

and forward, out of both windows, and all

around. Oral Roberts is

a man

who

sees

the world

year are the same ones upon which
chancellor founded God's University

our

"No person can rise above his integrity,
and no one can fail who has it."
thlougk

a

perspective

that

JociUlS€S noifi only on our pri
orities and

our

schedules,

but also 0111 principles, ideals,

and the

ever

intensifying

pursuit of God.
Today's wormd is ha]1(Uy tha;� o� the early ! 960s
when Oral Ro1b@r�s UIiliv�eFsity was founded. How
ever, the rhetoric surrounding the foundations of
this great university bears a surprising resemblance
to today. The principles of Love, Integrity, FOFgive
ness

and Excellence that

[II Opening

we

have focused

on

this
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What this tells

us as a

univerairy is thClt

every day we are living out the vision
which God gave to a crippled young child
in Ada, Oklahoma

-

a

vision which m

fests itself in the

buildings where we
t@nd class each day, the grounds that
walk Oft, and the dorms that

we

live'

The wodd of 1rhen and the world of n
may be eons apart culturally, but the co
mon
principles derived from God's 0
stand true and
woit'�d

as

apply

they did then.

as

surely

to

PracUce what you preach
Oral Roberts prays with regent Bishop
Michael Reed at the President's auction.

II

ORU

was never

intended to be

ILl pray tb65S buildings and

SIde I, Slae
Oral Rdberis Slands with �c)lOlg-tim.e friend emd
fe1low evangelist :Bily OraJilam at �e ]96>7
ORU J)edimtion Cerem.o!i\Y·
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university commu
nirby will PlB like the

our

Oral Roberts

[2J
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people look back on their

When most

in

unities

they ha

ing back OR this ye
memory, opportuni
e importantly, I will
eon

life, there is

thing
that is consistent- they never forget
the memories they have made, the
d the friendships they have forged.
�erent. I will oever forget how
ndship has contributed to my life.
et the impact that each person has
experiences

one

my life.

ISvery aspect of camp

�� night study sessions, coffee

ks,

in
banquets, movies
pleare the heartbeat of life
one another, laugh with one

roommate

e our

dates,

ns,

interaction with

mpus. We create

me

there

er, and

spend time
esplte our differeao
ersities. We develop

H.

spite of
eaningful relationships and

our

I�

Spur�e9n said,

grow to love each
�e each
othtIr in

erstand

riendships that last
.

...

is

college years

one

of the sweetest

mory you

ity you take, and ev

p you forge enlime to make

...

a

ter

a

,

people put the

I'LIFEJf iR campus life.
.

Rachel Highland,
ampus Life Section Editor
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joys of

make, every

believe that to be t

your life so much rno
Dple a part of your life

.

op:.

"

Because my brothers
and I are so close,

having them here

on

campus with me
makes being here so
much

more

• • •••••

fun:'

·S&phomore

Allison Hutchinson

"Having
means
a

a

sister

always having
"

best friend.

anlor
Julie Wachtel

• • • • • • • • • ••

Say

AAHHH!!!

Nurse

Sally

examines

her son, junior Nathan
Gray, as he breaks from his

classes.
the World.
Around
Davis,
John
and Anna

senior and junior siblings,

ex

plore the castles of Germany.
photo courtesy Anna Davis.

Oh,

brother

Freshman Kami Fleck

poses with her brother, se
nior Kobi Fleck, during din
ner

at

Photo

1101 Campus Life

a

local restarant.

courtesy Sarah McCarthy
© Oral Roberts University
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IN TH E FAMI LY
Home is where the heart is
Reflecting

back after

graduation, students will best re
member the relationships they made here at Oral Roberts
University. When grueling all-nighters and early morning
have all faded away, memories of roommates,
wingmates and family members who shared this journey
exams

will fill students' hearts for years to come.
However, leaving home to go to college is not

always

easy. As with any major change, a smoother transition
usually occurs when it is experienced with someone famil

iar, especially
Freshmen

childhood friend

sibling.
John and Naphtali Fleming came
year after being separated for a
a

gether this
Naphtali studied
"We

having

or

to ORU to

year while

in France.

2500 miles away from home," John said, "but
sister here makes home seem much closer."

are
a

It's these

relationships that make up the friends and
family of Oral Roberts University. Close friends may have
grown up across the country, but for this year they were no
further than

across

campus.

Mirror image.
Julie
Senior

more

and

sopho

Brooke Wachtel,sisters,

catch a future glimpse ofORU
while

visiting

photo courtesy

in 1989.

Brooke Wachtel

© Oral Roberts University

Strength Jonand
Seniors

honor.

and Dan

show off their game
a Valor intramu
ral football game.

Egan

faces before

photo courtesy Jon Egan
Friends and

FamilylDJ

O�\)'6

COLLEGE WEEKEND
Experiencing college

life.

Live it, like it, love it.
For many ORU students, coming to College Week

during their high school years was a deciding
factor in their decision to attend ORU. College
Weekend gave prospective students a chance to
end

visit the campus,

stay

in the

dorms, go

to

classes,

and meet current students. Weekend activities also

gave prospective students a chance to get to know
one another.
"College Weekend was very fun and

got to meet a lot of people and see
what college was like," sophomore Deborah Larson
said. Freshman Kevin Roh, from Korea, said that
coming to College Weekend with his family con
informative. I

right school for him.
"I went to campus church and I'd never seen people
crying while they were worshipping. I looked over
at my parents and we didn't even need to speak.
We just nodded our heads and we knew."

vinced him that ORU

was

claim

Luggage
guests
As

arrive

on cam

the

Dude,

where's

Senior

Koby

sophomore Deb

mycart7
Fleck and

Richardson

pus from the airport, juniors
David Alexander, Paul
Deckret, and Daniel Lockhoff

make a run to Towers in their

sort luggage and wait to help

lege weekend

guests move

in.

mad dash to facilitate col
events.

photo by Joey Papa

photo by Joey Papa

1121 Campus Life
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"

College Weekend
helped me see that
other people are in the
same

situation that I

It made

am.

me

realize

that

college is not a
scary place."

•

•

•

•

• • • •

·�eehman

•

Nick Bruno

It
"The most

sive role in

decision to
ends in

The

high school-

atmosphere, environ

big impression on Tabor.
was the spring of my jun
ior year in high school that I
a

Highland

"It

knew this

Card

I loved

ment, and friendliness made

-SOphomore

Rachel

to ORU. "I

them!" said Tabor.

ORU students."

••••••••

come

attended three College Week

Weekenders the next
as

played a deci
Tiffany Tabor's

weekend that

rewarding
part about working
College Weekend is
seeing former College
year

college

was

supposed

sharks

Scholars Weekend students

was

to

where I

was

go."

Tabor, now ajunior at ORU,

strategize

has been

on

Week-

College

game of spoons. These
students, recognized by the University for
their academic excellence, get a chance to
their next

apply

for

move

in

a

scholarships

based

on

their

aca

demic achievements.

photo courtesy Undergraduate Admissions

end staff for three years. Dur

ing her first year on staff, she
helped with registration and
coordinated groups who came

in for the weekend. Tabor's

responsibilities have since ex
panded to include scheduling
events, working with differ
ent departments, and work
ing with ORU students who
are

hired for the weekend.

Tabor added that the
cess

of the weekend

-,

Lip

weekender

college

shows his excitement at the

opportunity to perform
karaoke on stage. In addition
to

karaoke, weekenders also

participated
and

a

in

a

Senior Kristen

Larson,

freshman Rachel Hunich

are

ready

and

Mindi

to

night

ing

your room to
actual employee,
not do it

without

dents]."

A

and

a

Tabor

being
we

an

could

[ORU stu
love for people

servant's heart

coming

keeps

back to what

she loves. "I love

working

with students from ORU and

seeing how
impacted."

Wallace, and

waiting

movie

campus bands concert.

photo by Joey Papa

www.registration.comsophomore

depends

upon teamwork. "From open

sync

A

suc

many lives

are

register

part of registration, they checked stu
them to rooms, and issued meal cards.

weekend visitors. As

dents in,

assigned

photo by Joey Papa

© Oral Roberts University

College

Weekend

[!l]

you like scary movies?
Brother and sister wings Dunamis and Anno Domini

Do

spend some quality time getting to know each other as they
wait in line to see the Nightmare, a
ministry of Guts church.
photo courtesy Mindi Wallace

Like

brother like sister.

Shekinah and Virtue take

bond

as a

some

off-campus time out

to

brother/sister wing. After eating and watching

movies, they played games and got
photo courtesy

to know each other.

James Bowie

\t,'6 A

WINGTHING
Building lifelong friendships.
Having big time fun.
Students at ORU have

a

reputation for being

"relationship eager." But thanks to the relationships
shared by brother and sister wings, students had a
chance to interact with the opposite sex in a no
pressure environment.
"It's

great having

a

group you

can

hang

out with

yourself," said Freshman Matthew Fenton.
Wing activities including "Get your roommate

and be

a

date," and brother-sister wing retreats gave students
a

group of friends who
"With

so

much

were

going

always there for them.

on, it's nice to be able to sit

down and eat with the

same

great people every

night," Sophomore Steve Elliot said.
Whether eating in the cafeteria or spending a week
end on retreat, brother and sister wings developed a
personality and a friendship all their own.

1141 Campus Life
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Saturday
Junior

Night

Fever.

Rebecca Seefeldt and freshmen

Jamie DiPiazza and Rose Thourot go disco for
"Get Your Roomate a Date" with their brother

wing. These Abba girls enjoyed watching a
volleyball game, eating at CiCi's Pizza, and
havin'
Photo

a

by

groovy time with their friends.

Beth Pitts

the

Catch

Spirit!

Adel Phi

girls Rachel Wesley, Sara
Toed ter, Rachel Highland, Kristen Cook, and
Kristen Koch show

strong support for the
soccer team as they
represent their wing dur

ing Wing Wars.
Photo courtesy Jen Franzen

It's

a

Bird

...

it's

a

Plane!

Superheroes Chloe Mikesell, J oJ 0 and Kim
Sanchez, Zoe Mikesell, Elizabeth Keegan, and

Crystal Matthews transform from Clark Kent
to Superman as they get ready for Frances'
all-dorm hallmeeting.
Photo courtesy

Crystal Matthews

"Nothing beats

a

batch

of homemade cookies
baked for you by your
sister wing."
••••••••

!i.Pr?homore

Wesley

f'�"swortFt

"

Having a sister wing
means
being able to
have fun without

worrying about embar"
.

rassrng yourse If

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SQp'homore

Chris

© Oral Roberts University

.

Dingess

Wing Events ITIJ

"

I believe that people make

the place

night life is not
so much about the
places
it is about the people."

as
• •

...

ienior

• • • • • • • •••

Sommer

"Nordaggio's is

George

a

great

to catch up

on
place
reading and homework;
it's a perfect atmo
sphere for relaxation

and conversation."
•••••••••••

vl,l.nior

Kandice Kunz

Good

to the last

Seniors

Brown and

drop

Sarah-Ann

Julie

Wachtel

their indecisiveness

laugh

at

while

ordering

coffee at

Java

Daves.

photo by

Linda

Sejcek
in the

Resting
Sophomores

nest

Shawna

O'Connell and Sarah Beirute
take

a

break from their stud

ies to catch up with

one an

other.

photo by Linda Sejcek

beans and ABC's

Coffee
Sophomore

Dave Moore

and Senior Sarah Roffler

com

bine time away from campus
with good coffee and conversa
tion. photo by

� Campus

Linda

Sejcek

Life
© Oral Roberts University

Working hard.
Taking time to play.
Between busy schedules, classes,

chapel, devos,
and club activities, students found great refuge in the
relaxing hours of the evening.
Night-life ranged from sporting events- where stu
dents cheered the Golden Eagles toward victory- to
coffee shops where they chatted the night away with
a

friend while

sipping

mocha. "I find that

a

on a

flavored

cappucino

Border's mocha and

a

or

stimulat

ing conversation are a definite must in every college
student's relaxation time," said senior Paul Butler.

Along with the "coffee" scene, Tulsa's Performing
Arts

Center, which features ballet, orchestra, and

theater, offered affordable entertainment to whet the
cultural

appetite of any student.

Local and commercial bookstores, coffee

shops,

and bagelries created pockets of seclusion for students
to

relax, study,

or converse.

Whether

it

for

was

a

movie or for a cup of coffee, taking time out for fun and

friends made

college life seem more enjoyable.

It's

game time

ORU students

pack the
field stands to cheer
on the Golden
Eagles against
soccer

local rival TU.

photo by

Linda

Sejcek

5

ilver

Senior Paul Butler by

passes the long movie the
ater lines to buy his tickets
from

an

electronic ticket ma-

chine.

photo by

© Oral Roberts University

screen

Linda

Sejcek

Night

Life

[QJ

More

'\iha'"

A PAY CHECI<
Integrity
Excellence in the

on

the job.

workplace.

Tuition, books, housing, food,
found

most students

though

clothing
that working

necessary to pay the bills,

earning

wasn't the

took

only

learned that

reason

working

they

Al

...

was

a

paycheck

jobs.

Students

also builds character and

discipline. "Working in college has taught me the
importance of time management," junior Heather
Osborne said. Work
dents who wanted

was

also

experience

Internships helped

students

important
before

graduating.

gain experience

also gave them the chance to work with
sionals in their field of

allowed

me

at ORU with

able to

me

in the

Making

developed

impact

Senior Linda

Sejcek
in graphic
skills
her
applies
art while interning at Impact
Productions.

photo by

Natalie David

IT!! Campus Life

I have

future," senior Dana Mott said.

flipping hamburgers
fashions, jobs not only gave

an

has

that will be valu

experience

From

but also

knowledge

and

profes

study. "My internship

to combine the

gained

for stu

The

to

students

traits that

finishing

Senior

folding

helped

the latest

experience,
them in life.

touch

Jessica Marsh

pays close attention to detail
as

she

The

straightens jackets
Baby Gap.

photo by Natalie

at

David

© Oral Roberts University

"

Working at Impact

Productions has shown
me

that the field I am

going into can reach vast
numbers of people with
the

Sel:1iQ;r..

Holly
"

I

Gospel."

� � ., fit fit

�

� ••

"

"

[)awson

explore my
creativity by concocting
get

to

coffee drinks, and I also
"
get paid for it.
.Junior

..

61

•

81

19

..

48

�

..

48

4P

Kortney Korthanke

Sizing

it

ORU

Up
Junior Heather

Osborne helps a customer size
the

perfect ring

A very

at

James

Jewelers.

photo by

Natalie David

Mixes
J

a

un ior

nd

fixes

Kartney

Korthanke and freshman

Becky Jones work hard to sat
isfy the caffeine cravings of
frenzied shoppers.
photo by

Natalie David

done.

WellSophomore

Crawford
beef for

Britt

grills up
hungry students

some

in

Marriott.

photo by

Rachel

Highland

© Oral Roberts University

OnlOff

Campus

Jobs

IT2]

up

to the

Step
Sophomore

Microphone.

Chloe Mikesell gets the
crowd excited as she welcomes another band
to the

stage.

As the

emcee

for this outdoor

Hut, Chloe announced bands and involved
the audience through participation and give
aways. photo by Joey Papa

Worship.
Acoustic
During

outdoor Hut,

an

Junior

Brenden Gateley invites the crowd to join
him as he moves away from performance

and into intimate

worship.

photo by Joey Papa

Twist

and Shout!

Students

get back

into the

swing

of

school with a giant game of Twister. Other
students at the back-to-school

picnic re
laxed on the cool grass as they caught up
with friends they had not seen all sum
mer.

photo by Joey Papa

"Java

Huts

were

events

where students could

out, have fun, and
relieve stress."

hang

• • •

S(j)�h:Q.mrOr�

• ...

Chloe Mikesell

"80's Hut
fun!

was so

My friend

much

and I

dressed up like 80's
punk rockers and we
won

• •

gift certificates
N ordaggio' s."

•

• • • •

to

S,tl) � h:Oil�no re

JoJo Sanchez

@Q] Campus Life
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AndersonJaredUnplugged. Music
Captivated by lyrics
for the Masses

Senior

Anderson

strikes up a song during an
outdoor Java Hut. Jared's

trademark

lamp makes audi

ence

members feel

more

at home.

a

little

harmony, this Java Hut
crowd enjoys the show. The
diversity of music and bands
attracted a good variety of
and

students to every Java Hut.
photo by Joey Papa

photo by Joey Papa

,\me to

TAKE A BREAK
the

simple things in life.
Relaxation, friendship, conversation.
Enjoying
A

day in the life of a student would reveal that a
student's day is never over until one o'clock the next
morning. With homework, meetings and study groups,
students were kept busy well into the
nighttime. SA
activities gave students

a

chance to take

a

break from their

daily grind and enjoy one another's company. The back-to
school picnic brought students together to eat,
play games
and catch up from

Tulsa," students

summer

months. When ORU "Invaded

able to go to

Big Splash, Philbrook
and the Tulsa Zoo for a hugely discounted
price. Thursday
Huts
offered
students
music
and plenty
night Java
quality
of fun. "The variety of music
produced a variety of
people," said Java Hut coordinator Chloe Mikesell. "People
were

also had fun at the different theme Huts." Fiesta Hut

featured

chips and salsa, music and guacamole. Christmas

Hut added Christmas cookies and snacks. The 80's Hut

featured

a

best-dressed contest as well as cover

the 80's.

songs from
Hut, Arts and Culture Hut and Outdoor

Dating
Huts also provided students with entertainment, atmosphere and good conversation.
SA Activities
1211
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"I've learned a lot about the

.a

E

culture of each

country I've

I-

N

lived in; the

sense

of pride

and nationality I've seen in

America has

given me
great appreciation for my
own
"

"

"

•

Australian roots. "

"

••

"

"

."

Senior

Robert Miles
"

far away from
home has been very

Being

so

hard, but everyone is
nice and

friendly- I

so

feel

very welcome here."
....

"

"

•

"

".

F·re:s�man

Onycha Mpanduki
=

=

F

or

God

loved

so

the

world

Senior Nadia Flores, sophomore
Tamara Coleman, and freshman Zlatka

.a
= Atanassova sing "God is so Good" during
t- an international student church service

'= hosted by Tulsa Harvest. After singing once
= in English, each student sang the chorus in
= their native
language. photo by Rachel HighJand
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GOOd

'ay

mate!

Australian senior Robert Miles

an

Australian

t- 2000

flag

for

Olympic Games.

been in America for the

==
= still

I

proud

to be

photo courtesy

an

sports

day in honor of the
Although Robert has

a

past

11 years, he is

Australian.

of The Oracle
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i70ised to present
r Dressed in her native In
dian

garb, sophomore Inter
Organiza
tion president Mary-Susan
Simon explains the goals and
national Student

.r:

vision for the ISO.

...

5
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photo by

Rachel

Highland
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WH ERE TH E HEART IS
Uniting the nations.
Bridging the gap.
Making the move to a new country is not
always easy. Adjusting to a new time zone is
minor compared to the language and cultural
barriers that many international students face.
Because each culture is

tempted

to form

other than their

so

different, students

views of cultures

stereotypical

own.

It

was

are

in

bridging

the gap

between international cultures that members of

the International Student

gether.

"When you

get down

same," sophomore ISO
Simon said. ISO

Organization

helped

to

came

to

it, we're all the

president, Mary-Susan
international students

adjust to living in America. "It's so different here
sometimes it's hard for people to understand me
because of my accent," Zimbabwean and fresh
man

Onycha Mpanduki said.

"We

can

encourage

students because we've been down the road

they're walking,"
cause

Simon said. "You're here be

God wants you to be here. You have

purpose and

a

destiny.

a

Walk in it."

de

Mexico

Larosa Tanya
Senior

Silva

proudly stands beside a map
of her home country, Mexico.

Although she is away from
home, Tanya still celebrates
Mexican holidays with au
thentic food and music.

photo courtesy Tanya

Silva

up!
Heads
Sophomore
Garcia

signals

loon toss partner that he is
ready for the toss. Students

participating in the Multi
cultural Picnic enjoyed food,
games, and other festivities.

photo by

Rachel

Highland

International Students
© Oral Roberts University
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THE EAGLE'S NEST
Making the first of many memories.
Going back to where it all began.
In the weeks before Homecoming, alumni rummaged

through boxes marked "college stuff" in hopes of finding
old yearbooks, pictures and other memories of friends.
"Here it is!" I imagine them saying, "Wow, 1980, what a
great year
Opening the cover and leafing through page
after page brought back more than just memories--it
brought back smiles of recognition, tears of remembrance
and hearty laughs of recollection. Flipping through the
last page impelled many to put down their yearbooks and
pick up their road maps .it was time to go home.
As alumni booked plane tickets and filled gas tanks,
students set aside homework to participate in Homecom
ing week activities. For students, roller skating to Ace of
Base brought back junior high memories and stories of
family skate nights. Tapping in time to the music of Battle
of the Bands and clapping after each song encouraged
student musicians and songwriters alike. Hiding behind
black and neon walls to outwit opposing lasertag teams
taught important lessons of teamwork, sportsmanship
and good clean fun. On Homecoming night, students and
"

...

..

alumni filled the auditorium to remember the old and
celebrate the new. "It's cool to think that someday I will be
coming back as an alumnus too," said sophomore Rachel
Highland. Homecoming not only linked students to the
past and alumni to the present, but also brought them
together in school spirit and in fun.

Homecoming
Back

court

Kara

Crump, Ja
Jackson, Jacob Odom and
Casey Zachary. Front row: Jamie
row:

son

Katie

Davis, Brooklyn Epperhart,
Hoffa, Deborah Bibeau and Brooke
Wachtel. photo by

Giovanni

No

eweatln' it

Seniors Casey Zachary,

Jason Jackson and Jacob
Odom take it easy backstage
before the court presenta tion.

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

Billings

Soar

corps
get the crowd

Students

1241 Campus Life

pumped up with
megaphones.

the

help

of

photo by Giovanni
Billings
© Oral Roberts
University

"It

was so

exciting to

have friends
court.

the

on

Knowing people

out there made
so

much

us

feel

more

included'.'

F
"

I know that when I

back

come

nus, I

to

a

alum

as an

coming back
place that repre
am

sents God's faithfulness

and
., .. ill)

unfailing love."
.,

�

ill) ., ....

Lesley

!!Vlllta;ior

PIersall

year in

the second

or

Stephanie Hazzard
Homecoming coordinator,
honorary emcee and all-around
events guru. For the entire week,
volunteers banded together un
der Stephanie's leadership to
make it all happen. Through team
a

row,

was

prayer and utter reliance on God,
they made it through setup and

tear-down

with the desired

result--a successful week.

"The theme this year was Al
From Begin

Reigning

royalty

Seniors Kara

and

pha and Omega:
ning to End. We

Jacob Odom

wanted to

Crump
help

can't

bu t smile after being crowned

Homecoming
and King.
photo by

Giovanni

2001

Queen

Billings

emphasize how

the Lord is al

ways there. He is the

Dassing the torch
r Homecoming 2000 Queen
Brenda Miranda

congratu

lates

not

smile. photo by Giovanni Billings

came to

In obedience to

God.

ORU,

It

Stephanie

doing so,
relationship with

was

at

ORU

learned who she

"I wouldn't be the person I
come here."

Welcome Kristy Krueger
Betsy Lewis cheer on

her

God, she

and in

that
was.
am

if

I had not

to the main event

more

yes

about me, it's about God."

newly crowned Kara
Crump with a hug and a

deepened

Juniors

same

terday, today, and forever," said
Stephanie.
Stephanie, a senior from
Queens, New York, is no
stranger to having to rely on the
Lord. Being on her own since
the age of sixteen has taught
Stephanie a lot about God's sov
ereignty. "I have learned to lean
not unto my own
understanding,
but to acknowledge God in all
my ways," said Stephanie. "It's

and Terra Vinson, and sopho
the Golden Eagles as they watch

the game. photo by Giovanni Billings

© Oral Roberts University
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LIFE OFTHE PARTY
Cutting loose with formal festivities.
Recognizing what's on the inside.
Claudius'

lobby was a blur of black ties and suits. The
smell of freshly-cut flowers hid the
feeling of huge knots
that tightened in every stomach each time the elevator
door opened. Like prom all over again, it was
banquet
time. But for these banquet attendees,
dressed
getting
up
for an evening of festivity was only part of what the
night
held for them. Underneath all of the starched collars and

shiny shoes, underneath the sequins, bobby pins and
hairspray were men and women of high character and
remarkable leadership. At wing banquets, club banquets
and leadership banquets these individuals were honored
for their strengths and God-given abilities. "At the men's
RA banquet, people were recognized not necessarily for
what they did, but for who they are in Christ," said junior
Laura Gaskill. Sophomore and RA Jennifer Franzen ex
plained why she gave out awards to every girl at her wing
banquet. "I wanted to honor my wing [Adel Phi] and
really make it a special night for my girls." Whether it was
the Doubletree Hotel, the Regents Dining Room, or the
Mabee Center mezzanine, every banquet was unique and
special because of each person who attended.

of Muscle.

ManPush-up king
Isaac Mims

aerobic

earns a

at

points
Banquet

Men's RA

few

the
as

fellow Michael RAs look
on.

photo by

Laura Gaskill

Picture
Impact
Klepp,

ladies Michelle

Chantelle Todman

and Lori
their

Perfect.

Starkey pause with

dates, Josh Martino,

Daniel

Rogers

and Michael

Mauk to remember their ban

quet evening at the Golf Club
of Oklahoma.

photo courtesy

1261 Campus Life

Chantelle Todman
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"

My banquet was so
much fun. My date got
me a
corsage--it was
like prom all

over

again."
o � • �

I)

�I®

J=f�JnLlIl1an

A onarea

ove

"The leadership ban
quets were special
because each person
was
recognized for
character rather than

status."
...

41!

�

®

Karaoke

• $

eLoaura

�JtU�
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Gaski

for two.

At Adel Phi's wing banquet, sophomores

[enn Franzen and Greg Neuenschwander
prove that utensils do not always have to be
used for eating. photo courtesy Laura Gaskill

5taYin'

Alive.

Senior Steve Brewer and

junior RJ Tate of Valor couple
thrift store madness with fer
vent floor

banquet.

pride at their wing

photo courtesy len Cohen

© Oral Roberts University

On Over.

Come
Stephanie

Viser, Kristi Stark, [en

Cohen, Leticia Aleman, Kim Smith, and
Joy Callahan of Corem Deo beckon their
fellow

banqueters to join the fun
Chapel. photo courtesy [en Cohen

at

Tarp

Banquets
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[H]eart of worship

photo by Joey Papa

photo by Joey Papa

dur

Travis

Randy
performs
inga special Thursday chapel
(far left); juniors Marty Urwin
and Mariam McCarthy lead
worship as a part of Frontline
(left);

assis tan t director

Russell Combs
ano

(right);

ard Roberts
mon

plays

the

pi

President Rich

preaches

a ser

(far right).

[Clan you feel the rhythm?
Junior Ron Bush skillfully

worships

God with both

drums and shakers. Bush was
one

of several

who led

percussionists
chapel service wor

ship.
photo by

Giovanni

Billings

[GJ ood 01' country boy
Recording artist Randy Travis
harmonizes with President
Travis

Roberts.

during

a

chapel

the debut of his

performed

service after
new

gospel

album. He alo shared his tes

timony

as

part of the special

Thursday chapel.
photo by Joey Papa
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photo by

Giovanni

Billings

photo by Joey Papa

[GJive you my heart
Women's

Chaplain

Coomer and

new

Brenda
Men's

Chaplain Jose Miranda par
ticipate in praise and wor
ship. "Brenda Coomer en
courages girls. They can re
late to her," junior Shelly
Ann Richards said.

Chapel services bring changes while both
new an�
familiar ministers speak into
stu�ents' lives

photo by Joey Papa

NEW FACES, SAME SPIRIT

Chapel

services have

impacted stu
dents' lives and worship for years. A plethora of inspir
ing speakers, ranging from world famous evangelist
Maril yn Hickey to popular country recording artist Randy
Travis

spoke to students this year.
During the annual Fall Revival Hickey held a healing
service where God miraculously touched many students.
"I was believing that she would call ankles, and she
did. After she prayed I took off my ankle brace and I was
completely healed," junior Kaneesha Thomas said.
When Randy Travis took the stage (November 2)
students applauded, screamed, and waved cowboy hats
in the air. Camera flashes went off continuously during
the performance, especially when President Roberts
joined him on stage for an impromptu harmony of
Amazing Grace.
"I enjoyed Randy Travis, and it was definitely a good
change. The most memorable part was when he sang with
President Roberts," junior Carrie Yust said.
The year also brought changes in leadership
positions.
New music director Arlie Witlow and

new

Men's

Chap-

lain Jose Miranda served their first year with
passion and

vision, leading students in both worship and the Word.
"He's very real with us spiritually, and he directs us
where we need to go," sophomore Kenny Avarista said
about Miranda.

One of the

biggest changes

that took

place

was

the

initiation of the Choose L.I.F.E. program which Presi
dent Roberts began in an October
chapel service.
"The Choose L.I.F.E. program has been good for me
and for the campus because it has focused

on

putting

abstract Christian terms into practical actions. It
compels
us to show love in little
practical, everyday ways to the

people

© Oral Roberts University

around us," senior Amanda Hall said.

Chapel

[II]

.

[S] ing unto the Lord
Sophomore Jared Welch and
senior Angie Schuller of
Frontline lead students in

worship during chapel
vice.

Jared

ser

returned for his

second year in Music Minis
tries. photo by Giovanni Billings

m nan

we

do

Juniors Marty Urwin, Curtis
and Nikki Botkin

Lloyd

their natural talents to

use

bring

to God. "Music Minis

glory

tries has changed my life. You
must let

worship be a life
just a song that

and not

style
sing.

we

I believe that this

year Music Ministries is go
ing to raise the standard to a
new

level and be the

greatest

year tha t Music Ministries has
seen as

far as ministry oppor

tunities," Urwin said.
photo by Joey Papa

[M]

ore

than

a

song
Freshman Aaron Palmer ex

presses his love to God on the

saxophone (far left);

Edwin

Miranda, Sarah Roffler and
Christine McDonald

partici

pate in fall retreat activities
(left); sophomore Elisha
Moore prays with a

girl from

Hatfield Christian Center in

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

photo courtesy

Russell Combs

photo courtesy

Russell Combs

Pretoria, South Africa during
summer

tour

(right); sopho

Jared Welch sings
try-outs (far right).
more

[TJo

for

know him is to lov€ lhim.

New worship leader ArlJie Wllit
low "Asks for the Nations." !He
the
ministry as tnt?

joined

1321 Spiritual Life

campus
director of Music Min

new music

© Oral Roberts University

istries. photo by Giovanni Billings

$tepping towar� excellence, MUlic Miniltriel
chapell to new Levell of worlhip

takel

A HEART OF WORSHIP

Teir

mission

was

to make

His

Glory known among the nation and in our generation.
Joined by over 100 young talented singers and musi
cians, Arlie Whitlow brought a new style of worship to
chapel services and outreaches through Music Minis
tries.
"

I believe

the Lord's return is upon us, the desire for
the presence of God will increase as we anticipate heaven's
as

time of worship around His throne.

engage the heart, but

Worship that doesn't

simply satisfies the conscience, is
thing of the past. I pray that the

quickly becoming a
worship will touch your heart,

soul and mind with the

love of God," Whitlow said.

Bridging the gap between faculty and students, music
ministries incorporated contemporary worship and tradi
tional hymns in each chapel service.
"Being involved in Music Ministries for the past two
and a half years has blessed my life tremendously. Sing
ing and worshipping God is such a huge passion of mine,
and I thank God for giving me the opportunity to be a part
of this ministry," administrative assistant Tamara Jones
said.

There

was more to

Music Ministries than

just chapel

services. A retreat to War Eagle Resort, outreaches, tours
around the world and missions were also a contributing

part of the organization.
Music Ministries, friendships of a lifetime
made. The connections were strong and we had so

"Through
were

much fun because

we were

ministering together through

powerful music," senior Charm Shockley said.

IMI ake

joyful noise
Junior Seong Won plays per
a

cussion

while

freshmen

Bender

Christopher
plays
keyboard for a chapel service.
"Playing praise and worship
on
stage is something I had
always wanted to do. To play
keyboard on stage is like a
dream

come

true," Bender

said. photo by Giovanni
Billings

© Oral Roberts University
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LIGHTON A HILL
In utter darknell there il
lomeone to

hope;

there jUlt hM to be

deliver it

Do
reaches his

dirt-covered,

you have a jack? The man
wind-beaten hand to the center

of the table and picks up the top card of the deck. To
it is just

a

game of cards. To

a man

who has

some

nothing, it is

everything.
With thirty weekly ministries and three all-school out
reaches, the Community Outreach Department provided
students with opportunities in the community to let their
light shine from the lamp stand and become fishers of
men. Through these ministries students had the chance to
practically apply their faith through hands-on Christian
expenence.
"We collected
were

the

over

then distributed

11,000

along

cans on

with

October 31 which

hams, gifts donated

at

Christmas program, and Christmas trees to
425 families," director Shantel Pleasants said.

Family

The theme of the year, "That Others May Live," was
created as an action in which students became the light as
Jesus is the

Light.

"Destination Discovery was
that

one

of the best outreaches

really able to show God's love. Because we
working in government housing, we couldn't say

we were

were

'Jesus Loves You!' but

often

came

we

had to show those

kids, who

from abused homes, that Jesus loved them.

by showing up weekly meant more to them then
anything else," senior Nathan Collins said.
"One of the hardest parts is struggling with how much

Just

you

can

affect their lives. I have to realize that God is

capable and I'm not. Even though we couldn't physically
change their living conditions, we could change the
inside by praying for them," sophomore Michelle Coleman
said.
The

man

student

on

wasn't

a

king,

but he needed

the other side of the table was

the man's life where he

thought

there

one.

And the

bringing light to

was none.

[BJeart of gold
Michelle Coleman,

Sopho

Center

(far
left); Molly McDaniel makes
more, at the

Day

Christmas tree decorations

(left); sophomore Dan
Nickoley with his adopt-a
grandparent (right); Jared
Maki, Director of Educational
Outreaches, begins a Sunday
leaders

night
(far right).

1341 Spiritual Life

photo by

Rebecca Boller

photo by

Rebecca Boller

meeting
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photo courtesy

Kell y

Douglas

[AJ

small

to pay

price

Freshman Joe Faber donates
blood to the American Red
Cross. Each participant received
a

free t-shirt with the theme logo

"G.A.P.

give a pint."

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

Entering

squatter

a

camp in Agal, Philippines, the
foreign travelers were shocked
the open sewage running
down the dirt streets. One-room

by

houses made of boards and dirt
floors

were

filled withfive mem

ber families and chickens

{

around. Josh

ning

run

Wattoff,

a

member of the missions team,
closed his eyes and prayed,
"Lord help me get past this!"
Almost

he

immediately

began

seeing the people and their needs,
and not
ment

so

much of the environ

with its

Now

a

smell.

poignant

senior, Josh has been

involved in

Community Out

reach all four years including
this year when he was Associate
Director for

Weekly Ministries.

Josh remembers

sation in

one conver

particular. During

sophomore

year he met

year-old boy

at the

his

a ten

Children's

Medical Center with chin-length

[NJo

fairy tale
During a Saturday trip to the
Day Center downtown, fresh
man

Zlatka Atanassova and

senior Jesse Moss read a story
to

the

play

The outreach

was a

boys

two

ground.

on

green hair.
"The kid was very smart. He
told me he would see if I would

last and then walked off. When I
came
was

back week after

surprised.

week, he

He had

seen so

many groups come and go, but
with us there was something dif

ferent. We had lasted. I

ran

into

part of the sandwich run in
which students were not only

his dad in the parking lot, and he
told me how much Jesse looked

able to serve

forward to

clothing
people.
photo by

food, but donate

and

visit

with

me

the first time I

corning.
saw

It

was

the fruit of

my labor."

Rebecca Boller

© Oral Roberts University

Community

Outreach
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[N]

0

tall tale

Saverijo DiVini and Josh
Berringer practice fighting
lithe forces of evil" during
some

sions

free time

trip

their mis

on

to Mexico

photo courtesy Jaylyn

(far left);

Dax

photo courtesy Holly

Michael

Holly Michael reads to a Na
vajo boy named Jacob during
the spring break missions trip
to New Mexico

(left); Mark
Steele serenades Director Jeff

Rigler during training camp
(right); Kari Orth and Even
Martin rest after ropes course
in Oklahoma

(far

right).

SEE�ARVEST
w,at

By leeing t;o�'1 power al a paralytic walkl
or
leeing Him through others' smile), Of(.1)
summer missionerie) are change� forever

is it about

spending one month
in a foreign country that makes a person seriously con
template changing his entire lifestyle?
Maybe the creepy crawly tarantulas of South America
or the oppressive spirits in Amsterdam did not cause
students to run home, pack up their bags and return to a
third world country to live destitute lives. However,
something about students' experiences overseas had the

unquestionable ability to leave lasting impressions upon
"

the suntmer missionaries.

tell you how many people didn't even
know who Jesus was," sophomore Amsterdam team
"I can't

even

Chrystal Harvard said. "God kept asking me to
love these people unconditionally, like a mother or a
father. Everything I ever thought was challenged.
Experiences like these caused students to realize that
there is a hurting world outside of their experiences, and
that it needs the compassion of Christ.
"There was something implanted in me," senior Christy
Morales, leader of the Philippines team, said. "Being
quick to pray for people wasn't natural to me. Now Ijump
at the opportunity."
Perhaps the greatest of all surprises on the mission
field happened when students recognized that sometimes
God's purpose for sending them was not just to show
them signs and wonders, but to build up their characters
and change the way they saw the world.
"A pastor was prophesying to me and I said, "No, no!
I'm supposed to be prophesying for you!" Richard
member

Coleman, leader of the South Africa
blessed

more

than I

was a

team said.

"I

was

blessing!"

again students had their lives stretched and their
worlds changed, and in this exchange they truly fulfilled
the call to reach "Every Man's World."
Once

1361 Spiritual Life
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photo courtesy

Carol Ishihara

[Bloys just want to have fun
Joel Dunn, Mike Cambell,
Josh Berringer, Kyle Bainter
and Brent
with the

Berringer play

puppets they use to

perform skits at orphanages
Tijuanna, Mexico. The

in

men

and

women

of Full Ar

and

Imago Dei spent
spring break mInIS
tering through missions.
mor

their

photo courtesy Jaylyn

Dax

[HI is banner

over me

On their missions

is love

trip

to Al

exandria, Egypt, Janice
Watkins, Daphine LeMair,
Abbey Bigley, Jessica Grothe,
Chris Hervath and Silvie
Meladenov enjoy the array of

Egyptian style
team

cuisine. The

the first to go to
"I saw the Bible come

was

Egypt.
to life

I

saw the need
just
like it states 'the harvest is
as

plentiful but the workers are
few," junior [aylyn Dax said.
photo courtesy Jaylyn

Dax

[Clopy cat
During
age in
leader

visit to

orphan
Kyzyl, Siberia, team
Kyle Wester plays
a

an

along as one of the children
mimics his every action. The
team led street
ministry in
Siberia,
never

a

practice

before occurred.

photo courtesy Holly

© Oral Roberts University

that had

Michael

Missons Trips

1371

mhe joy of the Lord
Ugandan children chase a
missionary team bus singing
"Bazunga, how are you?"
which

translated

means

"White people, how are you?"
The team visited several

schools, including Fort Por
tal

High School and Mengo
Primary School and worked
throughout the low income
community.
photo courtesy

Richard Coleman

photo courtesy

gentine

an

who

woman

Ar

was

healed of deafness (far left);

junior Jaylyn Dax coming too
close to call wi th

a

camel in

Egypt (left); sophomore
Allison Trundle and senior
Jeremy Baker help lay the
foundation for

a

church in

Tijuana (right); sophomore
Treena Balds drops from the
platform into the hands of
her Team Uganda teammates
as visiting pastor Mike Ewalt
looks on (far right).

Four

elementary
gather outside the

Oax

age girls
school for

lunch. The Zambian team

worked in schools in the

morning

and

helped

make

bricks in the afternoon. "I

enjoyed just loving the kids,"
junior Heather Pollard said.
"They lived in mud huts and
came

to

a

Christian school

(run by missionaries)

ing

their

only

wear

decent clothes:

school uniforms. I was able to
show the love ofJesus to chil

dren, many of whom

were

Hindu."

photo courtesy

1381 Spiritual Life

photo courtesy Jaylyn

[SJee food

1M ission in the making
Brenda Miranda visits

Brenda Miranda

Heather Pollard

© Oral Roberts University

Wl ords of wisdom
Luke Ishihara and

Rager

Bronwyn

recite "The Road Less

Travelled"

during

mealtime

training camp. The team
prepared for their summer
missions trip to Hong Kong,
at

grew up in
church all her life, but it wasn't
until she turned fifteen and

China.

photo courtesy

Carol Ishihara

[Aln act for Christ

moved

Tulsa that Brenda

to

Joel Dunn, Kyle Bainter,

Miranda decided she wanted

Becky Faber and Ann Walker
develop a drama for orphans

more

at the Ranchos Des Sus Ninos

lationship

in

Now, as a first year graduate
student, Miranda feels that her

Tijanna,

Mexico. Each

member had the
to

adopt
phan.

and

opportunity

support

an or

than

wanted

to

just to see God; she
experience a true re
with Him.

for missions

passion

of that desire for

photo courtesy Jaylyn

She has

Dax

came

more

out

of Jesus.
in

participated
trips,

different missions

seven

five of

which branched from ORU.

During this past

summer as

Miranda led the Argentina team,
she felt one of the most defining
moments of

After
in

plaza
people

her life.

performing drama at a
a community of 3000

who had

never

before

been visited by missionaries, the
team

prayed for

Miranda and

several
team

people.

member

Emily Langford spoke and
prayed with a Christian woman
who was completely deaf in one

[Slpring Cleaning

ear, and immediatel y the

Rachel Bridgewater, Candace

was

Wesgate, Jennifer Olgwin,
Holly Michael, and Maryam

members

Hussaih clean up around the
mission station where they

stayed in New Mexico dur
ing spring break. "Not only
were we
we

had

built
more

able to minister

expected,

as

but God

up inside," sopho
Candace Wesgate said.
us

photo courtesy Holly
© Oral Roberts University

healed.

woman

Other

team

for

the
prayed
friend, who had been
suffering from severe bone pain.

woman's

No initial response occured, but
later that night when the team

performed again, the man came
running LIp yelling, "I'm
healed!" and then he gave his
to Christ.

life

Michael
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[Tlhis little light of mine
Fall Revival

speaker Marilyn
Hickey uses the story of Jo
seph in Genesis 37 to teach
the

steps of God's purpose.

photo by Joey Papa

[Tlhe basics of life
speaks dur
ing special Monday chapel

Miles Monroe
a

in commemoration of Mar

King, Jr. Monroe
subject of pur
began by quoting

tin Luther

spoke

on

pose and

the

King who said,
est tragedy in

"The

great

life is not

death, but it is life without a

purpose."
photo by

1401 Spiritual Life

Giovanni

Billings

© Oral Roberts University

The funJamentalprinciplei Of the Bible teachitu�enti how to have

FAm--f LII(E A RCXI(

Le
built his house

on

Sunday school lesson of the foolish man who

the sand and the wise

man

who built his house

on

the

rock

proved to be applicable even in college. As the routine of classes,
chapels, homework, and studying began to set in, activities and special
guests were brought in to bring variety and refreshment.
Students had an opportunity to break the mold of everyday life and
experience God in a multitude of opportunities.
"It's always been up to the President to call for a revival as he is led
by the Lord," Women's Chaplain Brenda Coomer said.
a

This year President Roberts felt that need, as he cancelled classes for
day and a half to seek God. Evangelist and Chair of the Board of

Regents Marilyn Hickey delivered three life-changing sermons on the
healing power of God. The services took listeners back to the roots of the
University, with an emphasis on faith and God's power and desire to
heal every need.
"Fall revival is

important because it brings the student body together,
especially each wing. We are encouraged to fast and to focus on God. It
is good that we take time aside just for God because He is our life,"
sophomore Daniel Rogers said.
In addition to Fall Revival, students had the exclusive
opportunity to
participate in Men's and Women's Conferences in January. Bill Sheer,
pastor of GUTS Church, taught a message on putting your Christianity
into action. Meanwhile, highly successful interior decorator Ann Platz
spoke on social graces with a special three-course luncheon on a
Saturday. The purpose of the event was to better equip young women for
their calling, whether that might be ministering to the homeless or
dining
with kings.
"The Spiritual Life Department presents a variety of
topics and events,
but it is a two-way street. It is up to the students to take
advantage of the
messages being delivered to them," freshman Nicole Nichols said.
As students came seeking know ledge for the future,
they were reminded
of the importance of fmding faith in God. They came to
rely on Him for their
every breath so that when the flood came, they were prepared.

[OJut of the ordinary
Pastor of

Destiny Church,

Eastman Curtis, at the first
campus church of the second

(far left); Bill Sheer
speaks during split chapel in

semester

the Mabee Center
Brenda

Coomer

Waodani
photo by

Karni Fleck

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

photo by

Beth Pitts

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

Mincaye

tribe

(left);
with

member

who

Steve Saint

accompanied
(right); sopho

"whistler" Andrew
Parker's performs his act for
more

Christmas

© Oral Roberts University

chapel (far right).

Special

Events
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Taking a itep outii�e the weekly routine of claiiei an�
chapel, fellowihip within each wing brought iupport
an� ipiritual growth

DEVOTED FOR LI FE

Students

gathered in dorm rooms
and spread out on beds, beanbags and desk chairs. Each
week they came together, praying and exploring the
depths of God. They bonded and became brothers and
sisters by encouraging and praying one another through
life.
Besides creating

weekly meeting point for wingmates,
Devos offered an environment that spread a spirit of unity
throughout the university.
"Devos is

a

opportune way to bond with guys on your
wing and better understand where they are coming from,"
an

senior Andrew Miller said.
For many, devos also

taught them how to practically
pursue spiritual intimacy.
"Devos has always been a springboard for me, remind
ing me of the passion I need to maintain for Christ,"
sophomore Lindsay Forbes said.
Chaplains led these wing meetings, providing spiritual
direction and purpose. Devotionals were presented with
creativity and innovation that promoted spiritual devel
opment.
"The best forum for

entertaining legitimate spiritual
people are always more
when they are in a relaxed atmo

discussions is devos because
honest with each other

sphere," sophomore Ronnie Cecil said.
The real emphasis of devos was in the power of
intercessory prayer. Hand-in-hand, students lifted up the
university together, taking time to honor God by praying
for each other.

[5] iving in deeper
Freshman Julia Kletzker
pinches a mound of sand

during Adeste Fi devos. Tif
fany Tabor taught the idea
that God is intimately in
volved in each of

our

lives

Grant Govier and

(far left);
Jeremy McWilliams listen in
tently to Evans Pierre at
Temple devos (left); chaplain
Emily Langford begins

photo by

Rebecca Boller

photo by

Rebecca Boller

Moriah devos (right); fresh
man Lindsey Miller worshi p

ing as a part of Duck/Vatican
devos (far right).

1421 Spiritual Life
© Oral Roberts University

photo by

Rebecca Boller

[M] emory in the making
Freshman Shawn Zenable,
senior Brandi Simon, junior
Kate

[anz and sophomore

Eddy Garza huddle together
for a quick picture to remem
ber their coed Ducks and
Vatican devos. The event al

lowed the

wings to grow
closer spiritually and socially.
photo by

Russ Miller

[A] 11 for

one

Freshman Justin Pinkerman
with

along

junior

Miriam

Citrin, sophomore Laura

Shepherd and junior Rebekah
Brittan fellowship together in
a

combined

Ducks

and

Vatican devotional at their

wingbacker's home. "The
wing backers are important
because they support us and
remind

us

Shepherd
photo by

we're not

alone,"

said.

Russ Miller

[MJusic makers
Deborah

Bebeau,

Janet

DeFazio and Danbi Martin

lead

worship for Imago Dei.
They also sang Chris tmas
carols to their adopted fam
ily as a special devotional.
"Devos became a personal
time when

about what

ing;

a

we

could share

we were

time when

we

learn
could

grow by sowing into each
others lives," Bebeau said.

photo by

Rebecca Boller

Devotionals
© Oral Roberts University
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[IJeading by example

President Richard Roberts
exhorts students, faculty and
staff in chapel to take a risk.
The

challenge,

"Dare to be

a

Daniel," stuck with students

throughout the year, teach
ing them to face "the lions'
dens and fiery furnaces of
life" with courage.

photo by Giovanni Billings

mrue worship
Brenda Coomer and

Jose

Miranda express their hearts
to the Heavenly Father dur

ingchapel. Brenda was in her
ninth year as Women's Chap
lain and

year

as

Jose

Men's

was

in his first

Chaplain.

photo by Joey Papa

[AJustralia's finest
Dr. Frank

Hultgren encour
ages students, faculty and
staff during chapel. His ex
perience and passion, along
with his Australian accent,

bright white hair and colored
socks have endeared him to
the student

body.

photo courtesy Holly

/44/ Spiritual Life
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[Iln the spotlight
Missions Director Dennis

Russell
photo by

Kami Fleck

photo courtesy

Giovanni

Billings

photo by Joey Papa

photo by

Giovanni

Word
Billings

spends

time in the

(far left); Arlie Witlow,

Director of Music

directs

Ministries,

Tuesday evening

practice (left);

Shantel

Pleasants, director of Com
munity Outreach, poses with

(right), Spiritual Life
John Thomp
son
speaks during campus
church (far right).
a

smile

administrator

UBehol� my servant, whom I uphol�;
mine elect, in whom my soul �elighteth;

FOLLOWING

I have put my Ipirit

THE LEADERS

T

here

mistake about that. There

upon him

"
...

11aiah 4-2:1

was a

were

price

to pay; make no

sacrifices to be made, but

to make them.

They laid down their
lives for the sake of the call. Who were they? They were
the ones who led us day-by-day from their knees. You
might have recognized them from chapel, but their work
went far beyond that. Hours of passionate cries were

they

were

willing

raised up from humble

There

was no

hearts, broken

on our

behalf.

nine-to-five in their minds. When the

Spirit called, they answered. Day in and day out, they had
before them the realization that they were in charge of the
spiritual welfare of over five thousand lives.
They had no easy task; as they tapped into the vision
and plans God had for the University, they also main
tained balance in their personal lives. With a finger on
the heartbeat of the campus and a whole hand taking the
pulse of God, they let the Spirit lead. They were ready to
follow and quick to obey.
This year was brought in on the winds of change.
Brenda Coomer

chaplain.

She

in her ninth year as women's
joined by John Thompson, Jose

was

was

Miranda, Arlie Whitlow, Shan tel Pleasants, and Dennis
Russell, each in their first year of their respective lead

ership positions.
"This

year of growth and restoration God was
fresh renewal in the students here. There was a
was a

...

doing
genuine hunger to know Him; not to play games any
longer, but to know Him," Men's Chaplain Jose Miranda
a

said.
We may have

never seen

them in the

night,

as

they

wept on our behalf, interceding for our freedom, but we
saw

the results in

our

lives. Their

passionate,

relentless

pursuit of His presence in their own lives and then
university was what kept us grounded.
© Oral Roberts University

on

the

Spiritual

Leaders
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Positive conduct
Dr.

Marilyn Carver
directs University

Concert Chorale in

a

for

joyful melody
chapel.

Christmas

photo by Ciovanni Billings

Potter's hand
Mounds of
to take

clay begin
shape in the

creative hands of

Chris Brant and
Michael

photo by

Ching.

Beth Pitts

Make-up artistry
With the

make-up,
gets

help

of

Daniel

a

little

Fugatt

into character for

the Showcase

perfomance

of Last Will

and Testament.

photo by Anthony
Manganaro

!48!Academics

On screen

Arthur Green

plays a role in
crea
ting the Man of La Mancha
publicity poster.
photo by

Beth Pitts

© Oral Roberts University

Keeping eye contact, Debby Ortega and
Kelsey Cunningham synchronize tneir
gestures during the Showcase Overtonlts,
photo by Anthony Manganaro

ullure
Artistic abilities create
Countless hours of practice for juries

the

of The

performances

and recitals. Hundreds of "takes" for

Frank and The Last

drama, and midnight bursts of artistic cre

Art majors also

ativity

blended to form campus culture.

"Music
events,

majors

attend

a

dozen musical

perform in a dozen concerts, prac

a

dozen songs every semester. I'd say

work about

a

we

dozen times harder than

than dorm

room

on

my

middle of the

the culmination of months of work

night," fresh
man Angela

"The-time commitment for this show

fully

Productions continued in the spring with

I get my
most.

cdrea:r1v1ty
urO_Q
the
nl91l1 t,

Duhow said.

realized the

night of the photo
shoot. When we were still taking pictures
at 2 a.m., I realized that my 7:50 biology
exam wasn'tgoingto get much last-minute
attention," Ryan Smith said.
was

wnen

From
courses
as

else

II

in the

of LaMancha

and off stage.

nothing

mind,

things

on

time

more

life.

I dream. That is when I have

said.

both

recognized the scope of

"I get my most creativity overnight when

and I think of

were

Night of Ballyhoo.

the Graduate Center claimed

people give us credit for," Amanda Castro
Four productions of Man

Diary of Anne

their devotion when the second floor of

tice dozens of hours and memorize about

aream"

such

Music Ap-

freshman Angela Duhow

preciation and Art 111 to Advanced
Graphic Design and DTF Seminar, artistic
students bring culture to life.
Three of

a

kind

Sisters Amanda,

ifJIUSical netes
IrMicheal Ching listens intently

diversity

Casey,

Preslar

sing

during

Christmas

photo by

Giovanni

and

with wondrous

Shelly
harmony

chapel.

Billings

as

.Professor Jim Bates demon-

�

.strates

photo by

a

lesson.

Beth Pitts

© Oral Roberts University
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Eve of the beholder

Joshua Vicena and Andrea
Bordt

monkey

study photos

of

retina for Senior

Research. photo by

Beth Pitts

Data received
Bert Franklin
and
Buie

Stacey
analyze

data from the
MRS

during
chemistry
lab.

photo by

Beth Pitts

Slide line

Joana

Christophe
prepares

a

culture in

Biology

112

lab.

photo by
Giovanni

Billings

Research & development
In

Immunology, Spice
Barker examines

an

antibody specimen.
photo by

Beth Pitts

"ch mistr
SOWS

differ�Rt

After

P

slide, Pat
Redmond and

places:

ISO/Academics

me d.icrne
a r
II
.. armac
J

�cult re",

Mr. Garv Rilzhaupt

choosing a

Mark Mcnutt

study lab notes.
photo by

...

© Oral Roberts University

Giovanni

Billings

acids
Natural sciences
W hen the enemy

comes

the Lord will raise up
him

a

in like

bring experiments
flood,

a

standard

against

challenge
aged

departments

the Graduate Center last

files and

faced the

of rebuilding after floods dam

"We had

a

-

at

ground

level

were

machine can

an

"Weare able to look in

identify

Chemistry majors

will physical chemistry stu

biology department

re-

using

the MRS,

as

dents and others.

"Chemistry

is every-

insect cabinets, computers, dishwashers,

where," quotes the Ameri

and

can

refrigerators.

Biology spent the fall preparing to host
Scientists,

and established two endowment accounts.
we

interest to endow
sizable donation
tire

department,"

a

we

could

use

professor,

just

or

mixture

had the oppor

were

future,

a

ecules," Mr. Bob Stewart explained.

walls, carpet and tiles

ceived new molecular biology equipment,

"In the

MRI, the

the atoms from mol-

search

the Oklahoma Association of

Magnetic

study a molecule's shape.

how-

and the

a

Spectrometer (MRS).

good,

Circumstances worked for

replaced

equipment-

into focus

tunity to conduct senior re

affected," Dr. Hal Reed remarked.

ever, when

of

piece

Resonance

and

summer.

foot of flood damage. All the

equipment

a new

With better visibility than

(Isaiah 59:19).

Natural science

and

the

with

could endow the

a

en-

Chemistry Society.

ORU students will take this de
gree with them into the world.

"Chemistry
different

The chemistry department also received

places: medicine,

agriculture, pharmacy.

We

want students to do their best,

wherever

Reed said.

shows up in

they

end

up," Mr.

Gary Ritzhaupt said.

Through the looking glass
Christine Pechnik and

Joel

Watson team to

gether to identify micro
scopic images.
photo by

Ciovanni

Billings

© Oral Roberts University
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Not intended for resale

With

tax season

corner,

junior

facts

around the

Naomi Grant

studies the ins and outs of

plant

assets in

accounting.

and

photo by Giovanni Billings

Investing

in business

"

"P henomenal.

"I

Accounting and Psychology double
major James Bowie described his experi
ence as a

business student. Teachers like

Dr.

Ray Gregg and Mr. Terry Unruh left a
positive impression on students.
"Teachers have a willingness to work
with students where they are," Bowie said.
As a new degree requirement, students
attended eight seminars during their last
four semesters. Some

were

held

pus; others were professional
These helped guide students

on-cam

meetings.
on career

paths, related public policy, and
quainted them with new technology.
"This is
to

gain

ac

excellent way for students
feedback that will ease the transi
an

tion from school to work,"

Gregg

said.

that sometimes I don't realize I

ing,"

am

learn

Bowie said.

This

teaching prepares Business ma
jors for a competitive job market. Within
six months of graduation, 85% of the
graduates are working in their field.
"The placement for students into this
field is nearly perfect. More students than
ever are going into the 'Big Five,' accounting firms,"
,,
I
junior Philip

definitely
fee I
prepared
fo r

Walsh said.
Dr.

George
Gillen, Department

Chair, be-

lieves

ORU'

my
future.

graduates are
prepared for the

lissa Wilson interned at Helmerich and

ates.

Payne, applying studies to a hands-onjob.

good foundation in business, and have a
good work ethic," Gillen said.
Many students also go into leading
graduate schools such as Harvard,
Stanford, and Princeton.
"They have no difficulty competing.
Our standards are very high," Gillen said.

"Our business program does a great
preparing students for their profession.

job
They get measurable, tangible skills,"
Gregg said.
Many testify to the preparation these
courses give for their chosen profession.

Teacher's advice

IS21Academics

definitely feel prepared for my fu
The teaching styles are so effective

provided access to many tal
ented, influential people and organiza
tions. For example, with the aid of the
Business Department and Dr. Unruh, Me

Seminars

Dr.

ture.

equals returns

Ray Gregg gives

Lauren Renshaw

little federal income tax

photo by

a

help.

© Oral Roberts University

Beth Pitts

business world.

II

junior James Bowie

"There is

heavy demand for our gradu
They are of high morality, have a

Stocks and bonds

Seniors Daniel

Page

and Aaron Brown

maturity in Dr. Rinne Martin's Ad·
vanced Financial Management class. photo by Beth Pitts

study

newbonds and

Few

people

can

boast

ten

a

of 36 years with the same
organization, or of 42 years in

ure

the

profession. Business
professor and Undergraduate
Department Chair Dr. George
same

Gillen has done both. As

tire

a

less

mainstay at ORU, Gillen has
guided thousands of students
through his economics classes.
For Gillen, teaching is more
than a profession; it is a passion.
"I have always wanted to be a
teacher. In elementary school, I
was always the teacher's pet."
Gillen said that he particu
larly enjoys the business classes

because

they are never the same.
changes in economy

"The
cause

the curriculum

we

teach to

always change. These keep the
business world very dynamic,"
Gillen said.
Known

business

as

the "czar" of the

department,

Dr. Gillen

is loved and remembered

by

dents from years gone by.
"Mostly I have kept in
tact with the

stu

con

students from the

graduating class of 1969. Many
times I just receive short mes
sages saying, 'Hello, remember
me?' Most of them are just
amazed to

see

that I

ORU. I

am

still

like the

teaching
pink bunny that keeps go
ing and going," Gillen said.
As a pillar of the ORU com
munity, Dr. Gillen will always be
at

am

little

Saralyn Glen, junior David Alexander, sophomore
Angela Clayton, and senior Lacey Priske test their knowledge on PERT
Beth Pitts
charts in Mrs. Ardith Baker's Quantitative Analysis class. photo
byRoberts
© Oral
University
Facts and stats Senior

known for his wit, charm, and
most of all love of students-the
mark of

a

great

professor.

Business
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Opening program
Dakson Simmons creates drafts at his work
station for the MultiMedia Institute.

photo courtesy

MultiMedia Institute

Figure of speech
Annie

Juniors

Westphal and Larra
Sprik and sopho
more

Emerson

Deidre

participate

in Readers Theater.

photo by

Beth Pitts

Camera ready
Garner

Jacinda

and Sarah
Morris famil
iarize vocalist
Ernestine

Dillard with
camera use

before

taping
of
Healing.

a

of The Hour

photo by

Beth Pitts

stephanie shuler, miriam citrin,
alan faulk, mindy riken
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sarah roffler

Cut to five

...

Senior Amber Natale works
sound at the final
mance

of Man

perfor
of LaMancha.

Communications branch into all
While other students walked

to

classes

for lunch and

daily, breaking

possibly
work, she spent 50 hours a week, eight
to-five, in an apprenticeship program.
"It's a major for people who don't want
focus

all TV, all audio, all

those in other

hours

areas

Mabee

Center.

majors

continued

eclectic

to

want to direct
to do
can.

It's

with creative minds. If I

television, I

film, I can. If I

If I want to
a

bouncing

various fields of

want to cut

records, I

public relations.
They also ended

web pages, I
board for all these."

can.

a

one-year program, by invitation only, for
23 juniors who were interested in every

thing from designing CD roms to post-pro
duction editing.
"I realized a big potential for people
who are creative in several areas, willing
to learn some really technical skills. That's
Melinda

me

to the

Highland

Institute,"

senior

said.

Each student involved received his
her

own

computer

software such

Photoshop

to use with

high

or

tech

CAD programs, Adobe
and Illustrator.
as

I

many
in Howard

Q
creative In
several areas

and�Win\cal in�

up behind cam
eras, in directors'

s
t ec

courtrooms.

plan

to

�C}J

ski Is.

chairs, pulpits and
"I

potential
If brHReoPle
.are.
W

into

If I want

The MultiMedia Institute offered

what drew

branch

can.

design

study spent

Auditorium and

senior Natalie Gonzalez said. "It's for

people

of

working behind cameras

Communications

on

of life

submersed themselves in the Institute,

film,"

to

areas

Ily

II

senior Melinda Highland

min

ister to athletes
and broadcasters

as

speaker," sophomore

a

motivational

Deidre Emerson

said.

Moving beyond the persuasive speech
in Oral Communication, students pursu
ing a Communication Arts major learned
magazine, photo, training and develop
ment

skills which would branch into all

areas

of life.

As students in this communication area
Webucation
Chris Ross,

Roach,

[ohnathan

and Kris Henshaw

draft web

design in Lab

photo courtesy MultiMedia

105.

Institute

Communication
© Oral Roberts University
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UP and 81bm

Juniors Ron Bush and Andy Thomson 1i!se
marshmallows and
model of

miracl

the

Educators prepare to

guide

future students

A

fter ten weeks spent tutoring a third
grader with a learning disability, senior

In order to prepare for their futures, the
education department adopted the motto

Betsy Wagner discovered that the girl had Transformed Educators Transforming
improved to a fourth-grade reading level. Society; The Miracle Ahead: A Trans
"The whole experience was very re- formed Generation. Incorporating the
warding. I looked forward spirit, mind and body, education majors
to working with her because
prepared to impact schools with a life of
it was fun to plan for,"
love.
Wagner said.
During freshman year, each student
As an education major,
completed a 30-hour practicum involving
this experience solidified
classroom time where the student ob
Wagner's desire to spend the served classes in a local school. Students

,...,_",..........,....---""="'=

20 years back in the
classroom, this time with the
next

title "Ms.

Wagner,

El

ementary Teacher."

majority
completed

and student/
teacher inter

their final semesters,

action.

they dressed in regalia,
hugged their closest

junior Kristina
Ruskjer, the
highlight of
her practicum

friends, and took their

degrees

into either the work

graduate

school.

was

But for education

majors,

the look

force

or

cap and gown meant a move
from one classroom to an

other, where many might

spend as many years giv
ing instruction as they did
receiving it.
"I chose the field of

education
kids not

so

I

only

the future.

impact

stand

For

the end
result

a new

I

nave a

tOft
o
WdmW�n

"s e e in g
on a

WII.r�-beIk

worth

f�u�oYl�a,€
9
In one

place.
senior

II

Christv Casev

child's face when he under

concept for the first time."

portfolio often took the place of the
senior paper. Special test scores, practicum
A

information, and

paper on the student's
education philosophy formed the basis of
the

a

assignment.
"It's hard work, but the end result will

now, but in

be worth it to have all of my work from
four years of college in one place," senior

With

Christie

can

and

new

decisions,
technology
need
good role mod
they
els," Wagner said.

/56/ Academics

for classroom

management

When the

of seniors

gained a new 'I
appreciation

Casey said.
The most enduring legacy ORU stu
dents left behind would be the impact they
would make on others. Teachers prepared
to "change the world, one child at a time."

© Oral Roberts University

an

toothpicks

atom.

to create a

photo by Befh�itts

�t's

a

toss-up

�oenior Lindsay Eland catches
Q:ossed by Carrie Herring.

a

bean

bag
Readv, set, gO

�

hoto

by

Giovanni

In

Billings

a

motor

learn
use

new

skills class, education

games that

they

majors

will be able to

in the future. photo by Giovanni Billings

Portfolio material
Senior Christi

portfolio.
photo by

© Oral Roberts University

Casey carefully

photo by

studies her

Rachel Dathe

Beth Pitts

Education
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Counling blessings
Dr. Dimiceli awards

Michelle Wilson, and

Aparnna Tripathy,
Molly Van Gorp first
place KME.

Counl on il
In the

Computer Science/

Math office Edward Ewe

catches up

on some

reading.

zeroes and
Computer Science/Math
"M ath applies

to the theoretical

computer science in
nior

students reach

part of

ways," se
major Mat

numerous

Computer SciencelMath

thew Coventon remarked.
With

a

desire

to

go into the field of

computer science research-development,
Coventon worked at Los Alamos.

using molecular vibra
analysis, pertaining to explosives,"

"This involved
tions

apply her
computer science knowledge, senior Molly
Van Gorp interned twice with Raytheon
Technological Service Company. She
dreams of "working for NASA and trying
out for the astronaut program." Van Gorp
Also

using

!S8!Acadernics

benefitted from ORU's educational sys
tem because many of the professors "work

Signs and numbers

outside the University, and tell about their

ratios

experiences and what they encounter."
Many will extol both the difficult and
the worthwhile nature of the department.
"I have learned not to be afraid to

the chance to

lot from the students, for they
fail to rise to the occasions," Dr.

expect
never

Mary

Coventon said.

expectations

a

Lou Miller said.

The

department continues to be in
volved in various competitions including
the national Putnam exam, the

KME, and

sending two computer programming teams
to the ACM Regional competition.
"We're excitedly in the process of
•

© Oral Roberts University

In Math and

Society Adrian
and comparisons.

Stranz slt1!ldQes

changing calculus books, and implememt
ing a new degree in Computational Ma1lh·
ematics," Miller explained.
Another transition involved the [lew,

department chair, Dr. Roy Rakestraw, wli1@
believes strongly in the program.
"We want to grow as we functiea as
servants, for most of our effort is in $eF
vice. As
will

we are

multiply,"

faithful in service, G(l)d

Rakestraw said.

the

building

Engineers project positive impact
Undertaking project students that "integrity is
to

a

design inexpensive

wheel

engineer's

an

chairs for children from

Electrical and mechani

third-world countries, the

engineering had been
accredited by the Accredi-

cal

engineering department
reached out to impact the
world. They did not seek a II
patent or profit.
integrity
very impor
tant in engineering. When
you are working on a
project, it is important that
are

In Sigh.

Holim Roh
convex

uses concave

and

lenses to create

"telescope"

in

a

Physical

Science Lab.

your

consumer

.111

Tiffanv Steadham

in

and

ing

Steadham said.

Engineer
Technology

(ABET) for some time, but

professor of
Engineering and depart

this year the

department
was accredited by ABET
for computer engineering.

chair Dr. Dominic

Halsmer

II

tation Board of

Associate

ment

...

rruno

mind," bioengineering ma

jor Tiffany

ideas

public

you formulate ideas with
the best interest of the pub
or

formulate

with the
best Interest
of the

"Decisions made with

lic

best asset."

agreed, telling his
Science of life
Dr. Nate Meleen
a

lab

explains

assignment to

Jackson

Barrett

and Rachel

Saunders. photo by

Beth Pitts

Wired for sound

John Dingman
in Network

photo by

wires

Analysis

a

circuit

Lab.

Beth Pitts

Free sample
In Earth Science Lab Tony Parker, Daniel Housley, and Shane

Simms

plot sample

coordinates. photo by

Beth Pitts

© Oral Roberts University
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Easv speak
Rebecca Knowe

adjusts

foreign film in

the volume

on a

the Culture Center.

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

Manganaro
discuss verb

Italian 102.

photo by

Como eSlaS

Bryan Pitts,

Frankie MacLain, Sam Caudill,

Brenda Calderon, Femina Varghese, Erica
Renteria, and Eva Reyes recruit
"estudiantes" for the

Spanish Club

at

Club Rush. photo courtesy Bryan Pitts

Naphtali Fleming applies her fluency in French to help

160 IAcademi

cs

students in the Cultural Center,
© Oral Roberts University

photo courtesy staff archives

tribe and
Students

where His voice is heard small

speak

Capital cities in exotic lo

"I'm

going

to

study

in

cales. Parisian coffee shops.

Nice, France for a semester

Conversing in Hebrew with

to

an

Israeli. These

are

ex

of

experiences af
forded through the study of
languages. The ORU Foreign Language Department
prepared the students for
diplomacy, business, missions and teaching. Faculty
realized that people from
amples

be

exposed to
speakers II
and become

grads to reach natives in
languages from Russian to
Spanish.
Study abroad exposed
students to God's

point

of

view, opening their eyes

to

vocational and ministerial

possibilities. Sophomore
Tiffany Naiman was one

...

Franceb
to

e

to1patlve

tolaterwork

speaKers

for the gov

fanQI·become

ernment as a

ami rar

liaison orin

N aim

qoing

eXRosea

ture. I want

gather before

God and therefore equipped

to

with the cul-

terpreter,"

the throne of

I'm

familiar

all tribes and tongues will

native

with the
culture.
II

a n

said.

sophomore Tiffanv Naiman

The study of foreign lan
guages often

began with a
mastery of English. In a
desire to equip students, the
English Department added
a new Technical
Writing
students
emphasis, teaching
to

"handle the

with grace and

language
precision."

such student.
Boniourno
Mr.

Larry Bolling explains

a

passage to his Italian class.
Italian was a new addition
to the ORU

guage

Foreign
Department.

photo by Kami

Lan

Fleck

© Oral Roberts University

Modern

Language�

Failh as a child

Student

Nursing Association

chaplain Chaunta

Fawver meets

children in Comanche Park.

photo courtesy

of

Students

a

historical

clinical, Nursing Leadership

with several opportunities for

job placement.

students ministered to the

"This is

Osage Nation in Pawhuska,

gram with

Oklahoma.
are

laying ground

work for future classes to
come

in. You can't

reverse

the centuries of tradition

by

being young and naive and
saying, 'Look, we're nurs
ing students, senior Chris
tine Nickoley said.
Ministering in a small
'"

town where word travels

students worked

quickly,

with Title VI,

a

community

health center, and

a

class

three trauma center. Besides

studying

the effects of

cradleboards and

preparing
a spiri
class
made
the
menus,
tual impact.
"These are people that
God has not forgotten. God
has a specific assignment for
us," Nickoley said.
Experiencing every aspect
of the field from children to
surgery,

a

give patients God's touch

Participating in

"We

Chaunta Fawver

nurses

graduated

a

very solid pro

promise of job
availability ," Nursing Dean
a

Dr. Kenda Jezek said.
While coursework de
manded time and energy, stu
dents found

joy

in clinical

expenences.
In Simulation Labs

mea

suring prescriptions and tak
ing patient histories became
polished procedures.
"Without Sim Labs,

we

wouldn't have the confi
dence to mix

our

skills with

God's

healing power,"
sophomore Jay Dax said.
Jesus told His disciples,

"Whatever you did for one
of the least of these
you
did for me" (Matt 25:40).
...

nursing students
as His hands to ministerprac
tically. From children in the
God used

Tall Grass

Prairie,

dents of University

to

resi

Village,

patients felt His touch as nurs
ing

students reached out.

Bedside manner

Lei Ihe

Nickoley and
Leia Bemis practice
patient history.

children

ministers in

Chaunta Fawver

Comanche

Christine

photo courtesy

Kim Samac

Park.

photo courtesy

1621Academics
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Chaunta Fawver

uDf
..

.

Necessarv SkillS
Nakisha

Corpening checks

prescription
photo by

a

in Simulation Lab.

Beth Pitts

With

a

desire to fulfill

God's call,

sophomore Jeremy
only three males
in the program, pursued a de
gree in nursing. Knapp plans to
later become a physician.
"I was learning to hear the

Knapp,

Field training

Nursing Leadership

visits

one

of

the Woolaroc Museum in

voice of God, and 1 felt Him
telling me that He wanted me to

the

be a doctor. He led me to Psalms

Osage Nation.

photo courtesy

Chaunta Fawver

your heart.' 1 came to the point
where God told me what to do,

Don't look

After

and 1 had to do it."

the

checking
"patient's"
name

95:7-8 which says, 'Today if you
hear God's voice, do not harden

After

becoming

an

RN,

tag,

Shera

Swalley
gives the
dummy an
injection.
photo by

Beth

Pitts

Knapp (commonly known
"Germs") will continue on
medical school and wants to
work in

Angels of mercv

Nursing
Kenda

Dean Dr.

Jezek and

Professor Laurie
Doerner teach

health

care

in Benin

classes

City,

Nigeria.
photo courtesy Laurie
Doerner

pediatrics.

"Jim Elliot said, 'Once you
determine what is the will of

God, take advantage of every
moment.'

YoujustloveGodand
people."
Taking the opportunity to
minister in Tijuana, Mexico, dur
ing Spring Break, Knapp worked
with children and helped build
an orphanage.
"We helped with construc
tion work. They are building a
love

Bible school."

Clear!

The

Dax and

Viser

Jay
Stephanie
chest com
giving
practice
pressions and oxygen in Sim

native

for the future.

"[ORU] teaches me balance,
only in the practical things,
but to involve God in everything
not

Lab.

photo by

Pennsylvania

credits ORU with preparing him

Beth Pitts

spiritual
© Oral Roberts University

and natural."

Nursing
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WhODlwi"
Theology adds spiritual
"W

hat is your

focus to studies

calling?" Campus
church, devos, chapels and meetings with
faculty advisors continually asked stu

making
preach!"

dents to seek God for their purpose in
life. For many the answer became clear

phasized

after fervent prayer:

ing in the
majors in
area

ministry. So, mov
Spirit, 500 students pursued
undergraduate theology, an

close to the heart of ORU.

Translating

Hebrew at breakfast in

the cafeteria and

for

searching

for

topic
gave a spiritual
a

ten

notes

because, "That will

Those in Pastoral Care Studies

em

practical aspects of minis
try. How to listen when counseling, and
ways to comfort the sick and grieving
were topics of discussion.
The department's major thrust for
the year was hosting the National Soci
the

ety for Pentecostal Studies. Pastors and

evangelists

descended

on

the University

paper in Luke-Acts
focus to academic studies. The Philoso

in March for

phy major

practice through a
newly displayed cross
pollination program
course (Philosophy of

ceremonies and listen to "culture in

Science). Greek stu
dents struggled through
"the fog," when they
understoodjust enough

have ORU host," Dr. Samuel Thorpe said.

a

was

put

to

to see
was

how much there

yet

to learn.

They

in the

read

scripture
original languages,

of-

Students

workshops

were

con

text," and ministry worldwide.
"It's the first time in 20 years the soci

ety meeting has been here and it's nice

to

In addition to

helping students find
their ministry purpose, the undergrad The
ology Department guided the next steps
after their callings became evident. Stu
dents were encouraged to know that "God's
gifts and His call are irrevocable," (Ro
mans 11 :29).

Practical application

Combined choirs and orchestra
the

play

0 God Our

Help in

for Pentecostal Studies

during
Ages
Society
and
Keynote Address, March 8.
Worship

I 64IAcademics

fellowship.
opening

able to attend the

Sounds of music

Past

and

© Oral Roberts University

Jennifer [obo

leads devos before Dr. Mark

Wilson's class.

photos by Kami Fleck

Devos!" Chap
routinely yell for their
wingmates each week. Fernina
Varghese, however, gathers the
ladies of Frances 1 (Superhero)
into her room by knocking on
"

lains

doors.
"I used to

thought,

yell,

but then I

I don't want to invite

the whole school to my devos,
just my floor," Varghese said.
She remembers how her
her freshman

chaplain during
year made
life.

a

difference in her

"The first time I went to the

altar, she

chaplain

sat next to me.

As

a

I think of her and what

she would do."
The New TestamentlPsychol

ogy double major came to ORU
after planning to attend an Ivy

League University

II

medical

It�s the firsl-----

In

20 years

the Society

meetinq
has been here,
and it's.
nice

ORU host.

I knew-were so on fire for God."

She

Bow vour heads

Kyle Rahnenfuehrer prays

t o h ave

before class in J ohanine

II

and go on to
But God

changed her plans and led her to
a place where she could connect
with Godly people.
"I was so thrilled that people
on my floor and in
chapel-people

time

.

school.

Literature.

to attend

graduate

school and pursue a doctorate in
clinical psychology.
"I want to do

a

lot with moti

vating people-to give them hope.
Even

Dr. Samuel Thorpe

plans

one

word

can

affect

some

one."

© Oral Roberts University
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photos by Giovanni Billings

Course requirement
Sara Sobkoviak and
Tim

[erkinson listen

to

discussions in

their Behavioral Science class.

-

lece of
Behavioral Sciences continue with fresh excitement

People desiring

peacemakers often
pursue behavioral science majors. Behav

The acceptance into Ph.D. programs in
clinical counseling psychology was even

ioral science students mediated crises and

more

restored

to be

harmony

and balance.

"We continue to service students that
want to be

'people helpers,

'"

Dr.

Larry

Approximately

180

"people helpers"

enrolled in the program and serviced
excited

faculty.
"There is an improved morale in fac
ulty. When faculty act more excited, stu
by

an

dents become more excited," Walker said.
Because the social work program

fully

accredited

by

the Council

on

was

Social

Work Education, students were able to
achieve master's degrees in one year rather

students

Graduates from the program continued
Mead and the University of Southern Cali

fornia.
Backed

by a sound II
education, they continued where their touch was
most

needed, and when

they intervened in a situ
ation, they were sure to
bring a peace of mind to
those around them.

than two.

I 661Acadernics

medical

doctoral work in universities such as Rose

Walker said.

were

competetive than that of
school, so the department urged
to be prepared.

Wise counsel

the

Wfhenl ty

act

acu

more·t

the

slO�e�ts

oecome
more.

excited.
II

Dr. Larrv Walker
© Oral Roberts University

d

Keshet

Winfrey

studies dat

ing do's and don'ts
riage and Family.

in Mar

-

photo by

view

.

nd

to serve as

Billings

of the

�HG studies culture and
Preparing

Giovanni

image

ambassadors for Christ in

areas

of

man

of politics, law,

business, students in the History!Humanities/Government depart

gained a unique world perspective.
"The History !Humanities/Government department renders a holistic
orld-view of the workings of humanity, the creation of humanity, and
le of humankind. It is a look at our world of yesterday and today with
ivinity and humanity, with passion and purpose from an eternal
erspective," History major Jamie Mathew said.
Dr. Paul Vickery continued in his fifth year as a historical reenactor
ent

f characters for several

area

schools and churches. He also attended

onferences in Bahia, Brazil and travelled to

Washington, D.C. to
esearch Marquis James at the Library of Congress.
"I enjoyed presenting the paper in Brazil because you exchange ideas
L other
scholars, and travel is always fun," Vickery said.
rith
Learning the basis for political decision-making, nine students
ttended the National Association of Evangelicals in Washington D.C.
"I learned more about myself and what I wanted to do with my life.
t was great to actually be able to see what goes on in D.C. I would like
o

work there

as an

adviser," Jamie Curtis said.

Preparing for the future by looking to the past, students learned the
overning forces behind history and left ORU able to change the world
ound them.

Model United Nations
(back row) Brandon Wilson,
Joanna Romero, Steve Elliott,
Jamie Mathew, Kevin Rose, Elisha

Historical figure
Dr. Paul

Vickery
performs as Rev.
Frances Asbury,

Moore, Sandra Theagene, Rob
Thompson, Lulie Mumenee, Elijah
Bratton, Jeremy Wright, (front
row) Andrew Rabe, Grace Jones,
Leniece Goodwin, Nicole Jacobo
and

Methodist circuit

riding pastor

Angela Chapman participate

1800s.

in Model United Nations.

photo courtesy Sonny

of the

Branham

photo courtesy Sonny
Branham

franco autori concert

representative
© Oral Roberts University

steve

largent
Behavioral

Sci;Hist/Hum/Gov
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Clubs
F
to

rom a

dents

head start in the financial world

points of juggling,
clubs and organizations gave stu
opportunities for fun and campus
involvement. Each day stu
dents fine-tuned majors,
helped in the community, and
connected with people

tips

ORU

connections with activities

provide

on

the finer

groups that interested them.
Freshman
Allyson
Nabatian

joined

the Public

Relations Student Society of

America, which helped her
to better understand per-

sonal relations.

future. The club has

jor,"

affected my

ma

Nabatian said.

As president and two-year
member of the

Accounting

Society, Philip

Walsh real

ized the benefits his club
offered to

accounting and

finance students.

"Accounting Society
is the best place for finan
cial students to network,"
Walsh said.

First-year member, junior James Bowie
agreed and said the club also comple
mented his education.

changing, and about skills that will be
necessary," Bowie said.
Regular club activities included meet
ings with special speakers from large firms
such

as

The

Deloitte and Touche.

Accounting Society boasted a high

attendance with about 60-100 students at
every meet
ing, an im-

pre

i

s s

"

•

Accountinq

v e

•

best pace
for fi nancial
students

exceeded
the

only by
Spa

n

ish

to

Club.

network."

junior Philip Walsh

Spanish
club

�oclety

1St e

membership

250-member

opportunities for
internships and connec
tions will help me in the
"The

greatly

"I have learned about my options, stra
tegic majors and minors, how this field is

sup

ported missions, immersed students in the
Spanish culture, and provided extra credit
for students enrolled in the language
courses.

Students worked to raise money for
needy churches in Spain, Mexico, and
Central and South America. The club also

sponsored

trip

Spain.
organiza
opportunities to make

a summer

to

With choices of 30 clubs and

tions, students had
connections

campus and in the busi
ness world. Providing a forum for expres
sion, these groups opened doors, gave
on

of interest, and
offered assistance with studies.
access to new areas

Stick to the dav job

John Brudvik, Kerry Lee, Daniel Rogers, and
Jennifer Duncan of the Music Educators Club
show the after-effects of their main fundraiser in
Timko Barton. "This club has
with

people

helped me

to work

and communicate with others," club

president John Brudvik

1681

Academics

said.

photo courtesy Music Educators Club
© Oral Roberts University

even

Club rush
Students
learn about
club and

organization
opportuni
ties outside

of

Zoppelt.

photo by
Rachel

Highland
Representing
OILmem
bers visit the

capitol
building for
a five
day
state

conference.

photo courtesy
Sonny
Branham

Sociallv
accePled
Social Work
Club
member

Brooklyn
Epperhart

at

the Thanks

giving
party.
photo courtesy
Resa Passarella

Giving Ihanks
Heather Anderson,

Jill

Tomlin, Rachel Calderon,
and

Sonya Reyes enjoy

the

food and company at the
Social Work

Thanksgiving

party.
photo courtesy

Resa Passarella

© Oral Roberts University
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reach
Adult learners pursue
"

W hen

degrees

the teacher walks in the room, says 'Good
and the students write it down, you know they

morning,'
are graduate students," or so the line says. The dedication
and commitment given by these learners has spoken
louder than any stereotype. Graduate students furthered
their educations in Theology, Education, and Business,
while The Adult

Learning

and Service Center

helped

facilitate nontraditional students.
In the

"tor

largest graduate school, approximately 400
theology students

fJeOPI�in

the wor
.

.

force,

ac Iv.e

rmssionanes,

pasto.rs, h
e

a?lnl�dt
forces

made strides toward
their visions in
such

areas

as

missions,

Christian

Counseling

and Christian Educa
tion. Professor James

Tollett believed in

...

Kalhrvn Neal

,,

ORU's call to

in diverse

areas

All 250 masters students and 150 doctoral students,

as

faculty and upcoming graduates, benefitted from
the accreditation process by the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).
Planning to "go into all the world," business grads
pressed toward realizing dreams in areas such as Interna
tional Business, Human Resources, and Management.
The program is accredited by the North Central Asso
ciation, and undergraduate work in nearly any area can be
a springboard for graduate Business.
Frequently, adults in a variety of ministries wished to
continue learning or pursue higher degrees while fulfill
ing their calls.
"This is for people who are, for example, in the
well

as

workforce, active missionaries, pastors,
forces.

They

can

work

as

little

or as

or

in the armed

much at

a

time

as

needed," Distance Education Representative Kathryn
Neal noted.

change

lives.

the

Video, correspondence, and Internet courses,

as

well

certificate programs, facilitated lifelong learners who
took time to continue their studies after beginning to "live
as

"We help students to hear God's voice so that they can
be leaders in

ing,"

anything from evangelism to

church

plant-

the life"

Tollett said.

With proper undergraduate work, a Master of Arts m
Eduction requires approximately two years. Students
diligently pursued goals of starting Christian

developing

curriculum for future students and

in many different nations.

scho�ls,

teachmg

they imagined.

Graduate students looked to the university

.

of knowledge. Some returned the fall after

as a source

"walking"

as

undergrad, while others waited 10 to 25 years to
complete their education. In each case ORU continued to
provide educational opportunities, giving instruction for
advanced degrees and structure to lifelong learning.
an

Student identification
Ramona Martinez

and

Christy Maness

work in the Adult

Learning

Service
Center.

listening skills
Grad

170lAcademics
© Oral Roberts University

theology students

discuss

counseling techniques.

Tax deductible
In Tax Account

ing,Rich
Cameron takes
notes

on

profit

and

gross

domestic

corporation
expenses.

Growing in wisdom
In Human Growth

and

Development,
Casey Graves and
Kim Massengale
pursue graduate
theology degrees.

Advances in learning
Dr. Mark Hall

teaches Modern
American

English

for TESL students.

Church hlstorv
Dr.

Henry Lederle

delivers

a

lecture about Martin Luther.
Graduate Schools/SLLE
© Oral Roberts University
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Easy

as

Senior

Coming together

1-2-3

Mandy Cody

sets up

for the

dig-set

The ladies huddle

spike.

By the palm of her hand

Sophomore Ivana Placko keeps the team alive
with her exceptional defensive ability.
Setting the standard

1741 Sports

Sophomore

together

for

some

quick

prayer and planning before they take the court.

Anna Moreno sets the

assist for senior attacker Meredith

perfect
Mangum.
© Oral Roberts University

All

photos courtesy Don

Wilson

NETr
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urth Mid-Con Title
The Golden Eagle volleyball team experienced
of the

comer

in recent years. The 2000 season, however, marked the

first time in three years that the Golden
leader

Eagles played

three-time Mid-Continent Conference

-

winning at every tum

Player

Juliana Moser. Nevertheless, with the combination of

ability,

seniors

leadership role

Mandy Cody

and Meredith

without their

of the Year,

experience

Mangum stepped

that Moser once carried. In just

one

and

into the

week, the Golden

Eagles played five teams ranked in the A VCA top 25 polls, catapulting
them into the conference

Sophomore middle

season

with

strength

blocker Patricia

and excellence.

Domingues

arrived two weeks

late in the season, and junior outside hitter Patricia Menezes
to

injuries

until the third tournament. Even so, the two

be great assets to the team. Both
Mid-Con

Players-of-the-week.

sophomore

Domingues
After

Anna Moreno returned

promising potential,

as

a

a

with

starting

due

girls proved to

and Menezes

fight

was out

were

thyroid

named

cancer,

setter. With

such,

the team had just what it needed to compete for

a

fourth Mid-Con title.
Golden Eagles Vollevball:
Ivana
Patricia
Placko,

Menezes, Tyisha Wilson,
Kristin

Meyerson, Lindsey
Engel, Mandy Cody, Katie
Riniker. Second

row:

Anna

Moreno, Meredith Mangum,
Sara Diven, April Syko, Christy

Jelsing,

Keri

Meyerson, Asst.
Coach Darrell Pearson, Head
Coach Amy Farber Knowles,
Student Trainer Jed Cravalho
and Asst. Coach Sheera Sirola.
Not

pictured:
Domingues.

© Oral Roberts University
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Volleyball
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Leading the pack

Junior Meghan Mitchell makes her way
the

goal with the rest of the
ready to make the play.
On

a

team in

to

tow,

mission

Sophomore Anne Schick checks for her team
mates

as

she prepares to blast the ball

across

the field.

Foot action

Sophomore Jodi Kirkhuff skillfully controls
the ball, making sure it stays out of her
opponent's reach.
Taking control
Sophomore Kris Bramlett blocks her oppo
nent from gaining control of the ball.

1761 Sports

© Oral Roberts University
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f Women's Soccer
The

Lady Eagles participated

in

a

sport of tough mental and physical

demands, meeting the challenge with passion and integrity. Seven shut-out
games and

a

school record later, the women's

honor to God in every

entire

woman:

spirit, mind,

Two unprecedented records

and

was

was

were

having only

The team showed

was

not

dignity

just

glory and

a

the

on

dearly displayed in their achievements.

set. The first was

history

five losses

in the face of

as

having thirteen wins- the

of ORU women's

well

as seven

game, it

was a

soccer.

The

shut out games.

defeat, propriety

victory, and most importantly love and reverence for God.
excellence

gave the

body.

in the entire

a season

second record

team

respect and personified the ideal of focusing

Their devotion to excellence

most wins in

soccer

in the midst of

For these women,

way of life.

PUI a lillie power 10 iI

Senior Beth

Ingram blasts the ball across the
swift, powerful kick proving that
precision and strength go hand in hand in the
field with

All

photos courtesy Don

Wilson

world of

© Oral Roberts University

a

soccer.

Women's Soccer
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hemistry and form
Something was different for the men's
"feel"

soccer

a

only

not

-

in the games and

team traveled to

soccer

practices,

bonds

team this year. There was a different

but also off the field. When the men's

Chicago for the USC tournament, they enjoyed themselves as

whole group.
"There was

more

more

chemistry among the guys this year. We did well because we were

united, and unity equals success," sophomore Luke Collins said.

Other team members also noticed the dramatic
"We

were

year because

much

improved

we were more

change

in the group

dynamics.

from last

united," jun-

ior Juan Pablo Flores said.

While the
rable

on

the

season

proved

to be memo-

field, the friendships formed

between the teammates will leave the most

lasting impressions

on

Cuning in

their lives.

Sophomore

Mike Jones

nent, and muscles his way to
Dedicated followers Tasha

1781 Sports

points

as

they

cheer the

a

an

oppo

win.

Ewing

men on

gets rough, snags the ball from

and Eunice Allen aim to
to

gain wing

victory.
© Oral Roberts University

wars

Taking control
Striker Sheldon Barret ad vances the ball down
field. A Junior playing his first year, Barret

brings maturity

and athleticism to the team.

Coming through

Sophomore Mike Jones blasts his way through
two

opponents

to take control

of the ball.

2000-2001 Men's Soccer Team Front row: Renan Mendoza, Oscar Tovar, Ryan
Lawrence, Trey Vaut, Ezekiel Thompkins, Tim Brooks, Mike Jones, Luke

ligh ambitions

Junior Ramiro Perez takes

dvantage of his vertical leap to intercept the
all and head it in the

right

direction.

Collins, Josh Bennett, Azariah Mengisiu. Not pictured: Glauber Allencar,
Sheldon Barrett, Hector Zapata. Back row: Coach Steve Hayes, Jason Foster,
Chris Daniels, Noah Braun, Jason Hurley, Juan Pablo Flores, Aaron Spuler,
Thomas Smith, Wade Smith, Josh Braun, Bryon Shotton, Ted Sibiga, Ramiro
Perez, Asst. Coach Carlos Flores.
Men's Soccer

© Oral Roberts University
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All that

lungs

were

burning,

distance, she could
finish line, cheers

and she couldn't remember

see

her teammates huddled

erupted.

She

barely heard

and 41 seconds!" She had broken her

Turnbull

whole

a

was

solid season,

In

competition.

be

even

were

only

cross

able to feel her numb

timekeeper

despite having
fact, there

were

country

call out the time, "18 minutes

success

story this year. The

many freshmen students who

only

In the

As she crossed the

together waiting for her.

the

legs.

personal record.

two

returning

pretty decent considering the

women's team

The

were new

to

men

as a

also had

college

level

team members.

circumstances. The next

couple of years should

better," freshman Mike Williams said.

As both the

Stacie

not the

being

progressed immensely from last year, placing fourth in Mid-Con.

"We

Her

sophomore Miley Turnbull could hear was the blood pounding in her head.

men

and the women looked to the future with anticipation, perhaps freshman

Justice summed up the

season

best when she said, "We

ran as

2000-2001 Cross Counlrv learn

Winning wilh leamwork

Front:

Mindy Crawford, Deidre Emerson,
Njuguna, Wendy Scott, Nakisha
Carpening, Miley Turnbull, Tasha Lance, Lisa
Tompkins, CoachJoe Dial. Back: Head Coach
AlickMusukuma,Rob Brunelle, Joe Stephens,
Michael Williams, Jeff Crawford, Ben
Houltberg, Ryan Golliver, Clay Smither, Matt
Lamberti, Spencer Smith, Richard Beatty,
Philip West. Not pictured: Stacie Justice,

In

Ruth

Shawn Venable

a

fast

as we

flurry of blue and gold, Rob Brunelle and
pull ahead,leaving the other

runners

in the dust.

Shawn Venable.

1801 Sports

could."

© Oral Roberts University

Giving the glOI1
The members of the men's team

before the

race.

As ORU

where to turn for

stop to pray
students, they knew

success.

Staving ahead
N akisha

Carpening keeps the lead as she tops the
Chapel. ORU runners had home
turf advantage at their annual invitational.

hill

near

Christ's

In a class bv himself

Shawn Venable
the

pack of

spends some time ahead of
Running apart from the

runners.

to University
focus on his pace.
Shawn
© Oral
Roberts
group allowed

Cross

Country@TI

•
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Developing
The smell of the fresh-cut field. The

gleam of the wooden floors.

of the bat hitting the ball. The feel of the

images

that

only

athletes would

anybody can grab hold

racquet in your hands.

experience, but,

give amazing opportunities

to

compete and have

earn

extra aerobics

to grow closer to your

a

good

Tony

points, but they

wingmates.

The best

you just have to come

--

time.

"Intramural sports help students to relieve stress and to

Intramurals Director

It sounds like

thanks to intramurals,

part is you don't have to be a great athlete to participate

prepared

The crack

of the thrill of sports.

Not only do intramurals offer chances to
also

the whole person

develop character,"

Domeck said.

According to Domeck intramurals offer each student a chance to develop as
a

person

as

well

as an

athlete.

"Playing the sports allows them to learn to win without boasting and to lose
without

making excuses," Domeck continued.

During

the year, the intramurals staff

ideals to be

incorporated

"ORU gives
as

on

a

the "Choose L.I.F.E."

the courts and fields.

full education to the whole man. In the intramurals office and

intramurals staff,
the

on

encouraged

we

body principle,"

have

a

responsibility to pursue excellence as we focus

staff member

Jeremy Ellis

said.

Staff meeting

Emily Hawkinson, Oa�v€
Morrison and Lauren Spencer discuss tfu€
standings during a tournament.
Staff members

� Sports

© Oral Roberts University

photo by Martha Singleton

Going for the goal

Sophomore

Kim Busch

endzone with the ball,

on

to her

photo by

Martha

Singleton

the mark

Freshman Candace

spiral

towards the

striving to stay ahead

of her pursuers. photo by

Right

races

Jackson

launches

a

Moriah teammates.

Martha

Singleton

Come back!
Senior

Molly McDonnell,

freshman Eleanor

Burns and sophomore Jill Wallace chase after

the pass. photo by

Readv, set, hut!

Sophomore Jill Wallace gets her game face on
as

she prepares to snap the ball.

photo by

Martha

Singleton

Martha

Singleton

Women's Intramurals
© Oral Roberts University
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Builhling

memories

through competition

Rain or shine
Dedicated fans show up to cheer at a rainy
football game (top). photo by Annie Singleton

looking ahead

Junior Ryan Shaughnessy looks for
downfield.

an

open
plays for

Shaughnessy
Youngblood (center). photo by James Allen
man

Gona get vour game face on

Youngblood's" colorful"

When it comes to push and shove

sophomore

center

Nolan Mills stares down Full Armor's defen
sive line before he snaps the ball to the wait

ing quarterback,
photo by

1841 Sports

Annie

alumnus Nate

Singleton

© Oral Roberts University

Pepin.

Alumnus

Josh Hoag

the basket

ship

position under
league champion

vies for

during the" A"

Youngblood and F�
Youngblood went on to WlI1

game between

Armor, which

(right).

photo by Annie Singleton

Chances are, if you
played ORU intramurals
during the past 15 years, you
have lost to a Pepin. Who are
these guys (and two girls) who
dominate every court and play
ing field on campus, usually
dressed in maroon and gold?
Where are they all from, any
way?
have

They hail from Remer, a tiny
(396 residents) in Minne
where
Mr. and Mrs. Pepin
sota,

town

own

the Remer Motel.

There

Pepin siblings in all, eight
and
two girls. So far, nine
boys
them
have
attended ORU, and
of
the last one is planning on keep
ing the tradition alive. All nine
are

ten

of

them

have

Youngblood
have been

or

lived

Gucci.

on

Many

intramurals staff,
current staff member
on

including
Joel Pepin.
Somehow, all of the Pepins
are
amazing athletes. Each year,

athletic chairmen across the cam

hope and pray for a Pepin to
play on at least one of their teams.

pus

So what is it that creates the

"Pepin Magic"?
"Our parents have
stilled

discipline

always in

in us,

know how to work hard.

so

we

Plus,

growing up with eight boys gave
us lots of opportunity to play
sports against each other," said
Joel.

Kickin' it

Junior Nathan Green

moves

the ball down

the field towards his team's goal.
© Oral Roberts University
Allen

photo by James

Men's Intramurals
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Setting
The basketball

positions

their teammates

they join

as

take the court.

players

center court for the

opening jump ball.

it down the court for

a

Where

are

by

the bench. The referees and

slam dunk, the crowd

there's

knows that

nobody to lead

during a sporting event.

These dedicated

the closeness you build with your
This year the

wanted the

squad

quality

of

had

our

as

they

Did you see that;a

players gather

at

watches.

There's

the crowd in their excitement.

men

and

women

squad,"

higher goals

work to be

get up

at 6

"One of the most

set for themselves than in

more

spirit.

What the

a.m.

to work out

as

enjoyable aspects is

senior Mia Goble said.

previous

years. "We

consistent," Goble said.

of the

squad

squad's
games

throughou t the
photo by Sonny

1861 Sports

members.

enthusiasm for
was

showed their Golden

Eagle

Pride.

UP, UP and away

Vanessa Moore chats with

the

and

squad definately fulfilled their duties. They brought added excitement to the games

and led the fans

The

names

squad puts in when they're not pumping spirit

squad. Being a cheerleader isn't all work, though.

some

quietly

basketball game without cheerleaders lacks

a

crowd doesn't see is the amount of work the

The

calls the starters'

the cheerleaders?

Everyone

a

announcer

spirit

As ORU takes first possession and immediately runs

breath-taking

something wrong with this picture:

The

the standard for

evident

During a freethrow, the guys
girls into the air to

lift the

boost the excitement of the
fans.

season.

Branham

© Oral Roberts
photo University
by Chris Dingess

"V" for viClorv
Mia Goble is determined to lead the crowd.

This

was

Goble's final year

on

the

squad.

Kickin' up a good lime
Chris Kiesel and Vanessa Williams do what

they do
victory.

best: cheer the Golden

photo by

Eagles
Chris

on

to

Dingess

1-

�
,
•

•
•

E
•
•
•
•

photo by Sonny

lei

��

Branham

me hear il

Mia Goble, Vanessa Williams and Grace Babb

�et the fans

pumped up during a time

out.

© Oral Roberts University

Cheerleaders
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--.,�l1hey're Groovin' to

the Beat

As the ORU faithful filled Mabee Center for men's and women's basketball games,

they

watched incredible athletes

students

wearing

perform

Adidas windsuits

with great skill.

making

a

also

They

lot of commotion in the

saw a

area

group of

next to the

band. These students made up the 2001 edition of Rock the House, the ORU yellleaderl
dance ensemble which

was

hugely popular

and successful in its second year of

existence.
The ORU student athletes
addition to

work

was a

skill and

performance

show for both
"I love
a

basketball

performance.

dynamic

The reward for their hard

season.

Crowds

were

amazed

by

the

dancers moved to the music and created

a

and eyes.

able to express

second year member of the

people reacting

during

with which the

ears

being

times

Rock the House committed six hours per week, in

of excellence in

ministry

speed

on

myself through dance,"

said Junior Jillian Paciello,

"It's neat to look around the crowd and

squad.

see

to the music."

And crowds did

more

than that. In addition to their halftime and time-out

mances, Rock the House also

involved in the game

energized

by supporting

ORU

cheering

perfor-

sections and got the crowds

the cheerleaders and

interacting

with individu-

als crowd members.
As

performers

and supporters, the

excellencemaking

/88/Sports

a

great

squad peronified intensity

statement about the

quality

and

of athletics

at

ORU.

© Oral Roberts University

ShoOI fOJ 3,
draw
ORU
members
wild
cheers
from
Rock the House
students after one of many Golden Eagle trifecta.

Defense!

Juniors Ada Love and Melia Arnett employ
visual aids to excite the

cheering

section.

Do-Si-Do

Tanya Magdadaro grabs her
partner as part of the square-dance style
Freshman

half-time show.

RoCk on!

Sophomore Valerie Hawkins
music during a Golden Eagle

grooves to the
time out.

Go Eagles!
Eli and fellow Rock the House members

focus
© Oral Roberts University

intently

on

the game.
Rock the House

\89\

Senin' up the shot
Krista Ragan blazes around the defense to
ward the basket. photo by Don Wilson

Aiming high
Dana Whittaker takes

cal

leap

can

get

to

advantage of her verti

snag the ball before her opponent

to it.

photo by

Don Wilson

I'm goin' in

Chris tina Kelley makes her
way into the

photo by

paint.

Don Wilson

1901 Sports

© Oral Roberts University
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rioue

season

makes

goals

a

reality

Eleven thousand screaming fans packed the Lloyd Noble Arena in Norman,

OK, for the first round of the NCAA women's basketball
crowd set

a

tournament. The

record for the first sold-out women's NCAA tournament game.

Seeded at 15 in the Midwest

Region,

the Golden

Eagles

faced number two

University of Oklahoma Sooners, and with five minutes remaining,
nationally recognized

state rival

by

three

led their

points.

Although the game ended in a close defeat, the season was a victory because
the ladies

reaching

came

back from

early

losses and achieved their

the tournament.

"The ladies took the conference tournament
we

didn't

"The

come

this far not to reach

personal scripture

on

our

as a

goals,"

forward Christina

a

Kelley

challenge. They knew that

assistant coach Eric

Ely said.

my basketball card is Isaiah 40:31 which talks

about how those who wait upon the Lord will

On

highest goal,

renew

their

strength,"

senior

said.

wings as eagles, the team waved to the crowds in Norman and brought

climax to

a season

of focus and determination.
She's open
Staci Replogle communicates with her team
mates in order to

photo by

get the job done.

Don Wilson

�
�
�
�
,--".,

iiv.-.

•

ennette Bolovinos charges past Chicago State.
hoto

by

Don Wilson

© Oral Roberts University

Women's Basketball
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The referee's whistle blew to

KETBALL

'through good

.

times and bad

signal one last time out.

The

men

joined their

coach and teammates at the bench, full of exhaustion and adrenaline. After

going over a few changes to their defense, the men were ready to take the court
again, but first, hands went into the center of the small huddle.
look around the huddle, all the
It

was a season

season,

were

not

and

a

shouted, "Family!" And they

men

full of ups and downs for the

basketball team. After

a

huge

win

With

men

against Nebraska

one

last

meant it.

of the Golden

Eagle

in the first game of the

string of wins made the season look very promising, but the victories

followed by some near misses and

painful losses. Subsequent wins were

enough to boost their record as high as the men would have liked it to be,
they

closed out the

season

with

a

10-19 record.

While the team did not live up to all of the

expectations they

themselves, they took many positive things from the

had set for

season.

"Our greatest accomplishment was becoming a family on and off the court,"

sophomore guard Josh Atkinson said.

I'm open

Dog pile!

Sophomore guard Josh

Atkinson and

junior

forward Chris Cameron tangle up with the
opposing team for a chance at a jump ball.

photo by Sonny

1921 Sports

Senior center Kyan Brown looks for the
pass
as he
posts up underneath the basket.

photo by Sonny

Branham

Branham

© Oral Roberts University

Slam min' and jam min'
In the face of his
Charlie

defender, sophomore center

Ludwig stuffs the ball into

photo by Sonny

the

hoop.

Branham

Air lime

Gastelleaps up out of
pass from the opposing

Freshman center Matt
the

key

to block

a

team. photo by Sonny Branham

Bring il in
Coach Scott Sutton

gives his guys some
quick strategy and encouragement during a
time-out huddle. photo by Sonny Branham

ShOOling for Ihree

Sophomore guard Josh

Atkinson takes his
he lines up to shoot a
wide-open
three-point shot. photo by Sonny Branham

time

© Oral Roberts University

as

Men's Basketball
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Serving

on

the sidelines

Giving God glory in athletics means giving it all, holding nothing back and
competing
sidelines

with the heart of

are

a

champion. During

prepared to attend to

players healthy so

that

any need of the

the game, students

players.

"I like to

on

the

keep the

they can win," sophomore athletic trainer Luke Jessen

said.
Exercise Science

major

women's basketball team to Las

Vegas

Sophomore

because I felt
court to

help,

a

lot of

so

responsibility.

it's not like

1500 hours of training

are

you're

Natasha Hannon travelled with the
over

Christmas break. "I

But there

all

on

are

always

was nervous

team doctors

on

the

your own," Hannon commented.

required to become a certified athletic trainer. The

time involved is monumental. "This year I worked about 650 hours. I could

spend

four [hours] at

practices

and all

day at tournaments,"

Hannon said.

Supporting and serving those called to compete brings its rewards.
is to

serve

and make

sure

they are

taken

care

of and in the best

"The goal

shape you can

get them in," Jessen said.

lei a professional handle this
A member of the baseball team gets hi!$wrist

1941 Sports

wrapped
by
© Oral Roberts University

up

Kami Fleck

prior

to

batting pradlc@.!i'hoto

Puning their best foot forward

Jeremiah Diamond wraps a sore ankle before
tennis

practice. photo by Giovanni Billings

ThiS huns

me more

Natasha Hannon

than it huns vou

helps

a

member of the

tennis team stretch out her

photo by

Giovanni

hamstrings.

Billings

Bearing each other's burdens

Jedidiah Cravalho acts as a spotter in the free

weight

room.

photo by

Kami Fleck

There now, don't vou feel bener:-

Luke Jessen secures a bandage that should
ease the pain in his
patient's shoulder.

photo by
© Oral Roberts University

Giovanni

Billings
Athletic Trainers

1951

Mainlaining posilion
Senior Charelton Dechert drives
Dechert

played strong this year

long ball.
attempting
a

to defend his 2000 Mid-Con title.

Swinging success
Freshman Ian Ross pauses in backswing as
he watches his ball sail toward the

green. Despite playing collegiate golf
for his first year, Ian was a great asset
for coach Canada.

Birdie birdie
Heidi Brown eyes
hole at one under.

� Sports

a

long putt

© Oral Roberts University

to finish the

INTHE AIR
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eam

For women's head

season

wasn't

on

the

golf

coach Lance Watson, the greatest event of the 2000-01
but in the

course

had been chosen for the head

they

would be

twin

having

"The first year

as

Put1;s Their Way Back to Victory

hospital.

The

day Coach Watson learned that he

coachingjob was the same day he and his wife discovered

girls.

the Head Coach has been

an

exciting

year; not

whole new group of girls on the team, but I now also have a set of my

only

do I have

a

own

girls--twins!"

Led

by

Coach Watson said.
For the

Con

mens

golfer

team the season was one

of the year Charleton

"I remember when

sophomore Gabe Orr.
and it

a

challenged

always

the

came

practical

lindsay Jones, Paola Alvarez.

Deckert, the Eagles

hit 281

as

"It really showed

us to

set our

a

team

us we

goals high.

We

building.

set their

during

our

2000 Mid-

goals high.

own

tournament," said

could play with any team in the country
are

representing

our

school, and that's

big responsibility."

Despite

omen'Sgolfieam: Coach Watson, Heidi Brown,
Emily Allred, Brooke Fincher, Ashley Wilkerson,

we

of growing and

challenges presented during
up victorious. With purpose

lesson

on

the

course

of the season, the

golf

teams

and, vision ORU golfers drove home

excellence to all who surrounded them.

Men's golf team: Coach Bob Canada, Luke
Scryrngeour, Rory Scrymgeour, Charleton

Dechert, Timothy Endicott, Gabriel Orr,
© Oral Roberts
University
Kyle Jones, Ian Karac Ross.
Miguel Grieco,

Golf

1m

a
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Pre66 toward the
Sophomore Deidre Emerson vividly remembers the final race
ORU's men's and women's Mid-Continent Conference
four mile

victory:

goal

that decided
the

four-by-

relay.

"The competition was pretty intense. Before our race, Coach reminded us of

what was at stake. Sure,
leave

by the

The

some

people were scared, but I knew that fear would

grace of God," Emerson said.

pinnacle

Oklahoma. This

of

a

successful

triumph was

season was

the conference held in Norman,

ORU's second consecutive conference

and fifth title. The Mid-Con Conference marked the end of the indoor
and the

beginning

conference in

of the outdoor

season.

Outdoor

was

wrapped

victory
season

up with

a

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Together the men's and women's teams shared the glory. Praying, leading
devotions, and consciously reaching out to athletes from other schools brought
the team to
"We

We

are

are

a

closeness.

unique

close

as a

team, not

just in

really there for each other,"

Coach Dial reflects

on

the

season

the

physical sense,

but

spiritually also.

Emerson said.

with

a

smile, "We could

not have had

better season."

Decision point
Deidre Emerson keeps her focus as she sprints

1981 Sports

her way to the front at the indoor Mid-Con
Conference in Norman.
© Oral Roberts University

a

The Sky is the limit
Laura Arthun clears the bar in the
in

Albuquerque,

pole vault

New Mexico.

Victory hug

Coming out

Sharing the stage of triumph, Laura Arthun
and Shaun Schaefer both captured gold at

Lay tanya Agurs, Kayon Dixon, Natalee
Campbell and Amber Canidy placed 1st,2nd,
3rd and 4th, respectively.

the indoor conference.

on

Renaissance

top

man

Virgil Maddox and Coach Dial pose with
another trophy won by Maddox.

yet

A step ahead
The Golden

Eagles keep their focus as they
leaving all others in

push for the finish line,
the dust.

© Oral Roberts University

Track

1991

In the game of

love, there

The rules also

ment.

are

apply

keys

two

to

success:

hard work and commit-

to the game of tennis.

This

year's

men's and

women's tennis teams have found the meaning of hard work and commitment
as

of the Mid-Continent Conference. Their

they worked their way to the top

efforts and energy

were

not

geared

they sought was their opponent's

toward

maintaining love;

the

only

love

score.

"This team's work ethic is better this year than it's

ever

been. We're

more

focused, working harder in practice, encouraging each other and helping each
other

get better," said

The

season was

Coach Linda

characterized

ever, it wasn't all work and no

a

trip

to California for

"It was

a

Breckenridge.

by focus,

hard work and dedication. How-

play for the tennis teams. Spring break included

little relaxation and fine

tuning on their games.

definitely one of the best experiences of the season--it was just a real

great time with the team.

improving

our

games,"

Think you can't

We

were

able to have

said Coach Steve

a

lot of fun and still work

on

Gallagher.

hurry love? Just take the long hours drilling on the court,

determination to succeed and dedication to excellence that characterizes ORU
tennis and

you'll

discover that love isn't

so

hard to find after all.

The end of the road

[Q9 Sports

wi
Lindsay Patterson, Janou Meens and Liz Middleton take a moment
CoachUniversity
Linda Breckenridge. This was the final season for these seniors.
© Oral Roberts

Steadv

on

South African senior Gareth Donachie

carefully calculates his next shot. Gareth
helped lead the team to their 6-0 record in
the Mid-Continent Conference.

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

Smack!
Duncan Fourie puts

sends the ball

some

muscle into it as he

sailing. photo by Giovanni Billings

Take that!

Liz Middleton slams the ball across the net to
her

opponent. photo by Giovanni Billings

Is it in vouP

Pradip

Prabakar takes a high forehand.
© Oral Roberts University

photo by Giovanni Billings

Tennis[Q]

All
.

, ••..•..........................

Proof that it isn't
The season was about much more than
of the Golden

Eagle

baseball team.
season

finals of the Mid-Con

Championship as

until it's

made

a name

for themselves

ranked 30th in the nation and
the

advancing to

record and

The

a

finished the

only

faired well

outstanding work at

season

team, but

Matt Colin

the

with

an

season we

coach

told

our

constant

45-11

they

was

showed excellence

selected

as

player

as

of the

plate against Valparaiso.
over.

Early in

players that college baseball is a boat-race to 10," head

Sunny Golloway

Through

certainly

impressive

"Our philosophy all season has been that it's not over until it's

the

the

play.

as a

individuals, also. Junior outfielder
week for his

regular

24-1 mark in conference

not

men

men

by

top seed.

This was the team's fourth consecutive trip to the finals, and it was
hard-earned. The

over

peanuts and Crackerjacks for the men

They

spending most of the

over

said.

their hard work, their

improvement,

the team

never-ending push for excellence and their
proved him right.

Taking it slow
All-American
trates

on

pitcher, Mike Rogers, concen

the ball and mound before his next

pitch.
And the pitch

.

.

.

Junior Wilton Reynolds hurls the ball �(ii)wa[Q
home

11021 Sports

All

photos courtesy

© Oral Roberts University

Don Wilson

plate, looking for a

strike.

Smack!

Sophomore David
swing
flying.

Humen

and makes contact,

Strategy lime
Head coach Sunny

gives a mighty
sending the ball

Golloway

and assistant

coach Bob Miller discuss the game.

Safe!
Freshman David Castillo slides
dirt in

a

successful

through

the

attempt to beat the ball to

the base.
Where the rubber meets the road
Teammates meet at the mound to discuss
their game plan.

Baseball
© Oral Roberts University
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Ho

an

erve?
RA/H RA PROGRAM

[jj

ew

people

RAs of 2000-01.

had the dedication and selflessness of the

College life was hard enough with juggling

studies, friends, church and activities,

to take

on

the

re

sponsibility of 30 other people. Nonetheless, the HRAs and
RAs of the 2000-01 school year lived up to the

high

stan

dards set for them.
The job of the RA went beyond church and
dress code, and hall

meeting notes.

was

to lead

only part of the

In reality, the purpose of the RA

job," said HRAMia Goble.
program

"That's

chapel checks,

by example.

RAs gave up time and

anyone in need. "You

privacy

can

to be at the service of

always expect a

knock

on

the door at any hour, whether it be

morning or late at night," explained Mindy Ryken, RA of Claudius Two North.
you

just expect

the open door

policy

and very little

However, these leaders found that the sacrifices
servIng. No matter how

busy they were,

RAs

sleep,

"When you

are

amRA.

but that's what we're here for."

to be made

always had

eady iill tIne

were

worthwhile, and they kept on

time to listen and encourage those

on

thei�

floors.
It

and

was

not

girls.

a

job

There

sisters with the

to be done
were

girls

incredible bonds made among

in your dorm

The HRAs and RAs had

Integrity, Forgiveness,

photo courtesy

I CX51 People

and the RAs gave their hearts and souls into their gUYil

half-heartedly,

a

group,"

wings

and dorm groups.

"You become like

said Goble.

tremendous year

setting the standard for RAs to come: a standard of1L«we,

and Excellence.

Dean of Women's office

photo courtesy Kelly Dacko
© Oral Roberts University

photo courtesy Trent Hunter

I

A few good

men

(clockwise) Wesley RAs Tim

Parris,

Schneid au, Nathan

Mike Lina, John Walker,
Thomas Jakobsen, Kevin
Schneider

and

at the

same

J erem y
that
RAs
can
Knapp prove
and
and
down
look
get
dirty

good

photo courtesy

Little

as an

RA for

years and then as a head RA
in 2000-01. She also cheered on
ORU's

Claudius
Sarah

Dorm

Styles,

Emma

Emma Lawrence and

Candace

Westgate
happy family (below).
photo courtesy

She served

two

Lawrence, Kristie Bratkovich,
Cristin Lombardo, Mindy

Ryken,

the

23-year-old
French, pre-med major, being
just a student wasn'tenough of a
challenge. Mia Goble wanted to
make the most of her college
career.

Kevin Schnider

women

Lower

Group

time.

For

are

Sarah

squad for five
cheering

"1 love

years.
1 love

...

ORU basketball," exclaimed
Goble, who went through three
coaches and five

squads during

her

career.

cheerleading

one

Styles

On her choice to

apply for the

RA program, Goble said, "1 liked
what 1

1 liked the oppor
to interact and take part in
saw

tunity
a ministry

...

with other

girls."
richly blessed by
the part she played in the pro
gram. Although many students
Goble

was

think of rule enforcement when

they

think of the RA program,
a chance to serve.

Goble saw it as

The opportunities to listen, form

friendships, practice leadership
skills and make

A 11 fun and games
Women's HRAs

enjoy

the

great outdoors on retreat (far
left); RAs warm themselves
at

the retreat

(middle left);

by

the fire

Men's RAs and

HRAs experience male bond

ing

on

their retreat

a

the lives of her

(middle

difference in

girls

were

the

greatest rewards.
After

graduating in May
2001, Goble planned to take
those experiences with her
through medical school and be
yond.

right); BraxtonRAsmakelike
Charlie's Angels (right).
photo courtesy Melinda Jones
© Oral Roberts University

RAlHRA

1@2]

Mark

Johnson

I

Hannah Newlin

I

Betsy

Lewis

I

Joel Triska, [erma Griffin

"Can I

Pray
For your'
CHAPLAINS AND SLDDS

Iwlhat is the value of

a

praying

friend? ORU students would

chaplains and say that it was priceless. As spiritual
leaders and practical servants, chaplains provided solid, dependable
examples of Christ-like living to students who needed everything

point

to their

from prayer to foot massages.
"It's all about being a servant,"

sophomore Chris Dingess, chap
lain on Temple said. "As a chaplain your primary job is to facilitate
spiritual growth on your floor. The best way to do that is by serving
your guys like Christ served his disciples."
Servantship is something that this year's chaplains exemplified
throughout the year as they took up offerings in campus church,
worked merchandise tables for guest speakers, and led their floors in
early morning prayer and late-night Devos.
While chaplains spent their time praying for their respective floors,
spiritual life dorm directors were also praying for them. The SLDDs
served as "chaplains to the chaplains," listening, advising and leading
in their dorm group to excellence and service.
"The motto of our dorm group is: Love gives, and gives, and gives. And when it

the

men or women

hurts, give

some

more." ron

Zimmerman, SLDD of Lower Michael Cardone said.

Chaplains balanced the readiness to pray with the ability to go deep into God's Word and sensitivity to
people's needs.
"Sometimes what people need most is just someone to hang out with," sophomore Kristi Stark said. "It
doesn't always have to be some great spiritual exercise or deep theological conversation, it's just simple love."
With joyful hearts and a strong desire to serve, chaplains set the standard of excellence as ORU continued the
tradition of taking the light of Christ into every area of life.

11081 People
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I

Ryan Shaughnessy

andl

Jonathan Zimmerman

Bethany Ducharme I

Making memories

Joel Triska, Jonathan

Zimmerman and Men's

Chaplain Jose Miranda play
with their food at the

chaplain's

Christmas

party

(above).
photo by

Beth Pitts

Heartfelt prayer
Starla Adams ministers to
students at

a

campus
church service in the fall.

photo by Giovanni Billings

An fired up
Upper

EMR

chaplains

Kurt

Bravata, Bill Westers, Casey
Zachary, Chris Hart, Jon
Clem, Quincy Smith, and
Dr.

Jeff Ogle (center)

marshmallows and
the

great outdoors

roast

enjoy

at

the

chaplain's bonfire.
photo courtesy

© Oral Roberts University

Kurt Bravata

Chaplain/SLDD

�

''J
YOUR ACADEMC PEER ADVISORS

I TI his year when freshmen and transfer students arrived
nervous

campus

and alone,

they

were

greeted by

on

group of

a

smiling ORU students. These Academic Peer Advisors (APAs)
are

servants of the first

an extra

week of

break in order to make the transition smoother for

summer
new

rank, who gave up

and

returning

shirts, APAs

came

students.
to

be

a

Initially

great

famous for their

asset to students

yellow

throughout

the year.
The APAs

freshmen to
dated

on

were

see

the

their CAC advisers and

new

online

registration.

administration to make the
prayer, APA

portion

meetings

of their

A desire to

students up-

APAs also took time to

time each week to

serve

Audra Coker said.

us

things

so

so

special.

One of the

that

done behind the scenes,

ine[\!ltilllilg

"I find joy and satisfaction

blessings

simply knowing

a!

lil.l!lge

that I'm ll@eded

the APAs received for the first time this year

we can

give them

being
to

an

was a

other

APA because I get to pour into the lives

people.

It's cool to

see

leaders

to

help.

The APAs know how to serve, and

© Oral Roberts University

they

did it with

0

develop rig

eyes."

Dedicated, servant-minded, and willing

1110/ People

was

for their work.

I think God teaches

before your

groups, tutor students and work witlh

their floor.

Junior Academic Dorm Director Paul Deckret said, "I like

people.

organize study

of registration easier. Much of their work

is what makes the APAs

(on my wing)," junior

scholarship

logistics

keeping

reminding

and dorm group activities. What many students may not know is the APAs sacrificed

personal

serve

floors

most visible on dorm

style.

Stamp of approval
Academic Dorm Director

Bryan

Pitts

80s to

a new

parent

explains

Screen

in the GC

during

Andrea Bender

Kitchen duty
Kari

Moore, Ruth Ruther

ford, Sarah King, and
sponsor Mr. Eshleman take

part

in AP A retreat festivi

of the APA program,

nator

and

full sched

a

with

graduating a year early

finance

The

19yearold

native also

graduated

major.

Chicago

from high school early and came
to ORU at the age of just 17.

Cho
Andrea Bender

a

se

ule, working with the program

ties.

photo courtesy

assistant coordi

nior Jason Cho had

orientation.

photo courtesy

As

student and

participated

program for

fore

second year be

a

the assistant

becoming

and has

__�

in the APA

co

only good

�Aw

�

things to say about the AP A pro
gram which he believes is

ORU's great
Cho

one

of

assets.

the credit to God

gives

for the

blessings

through

the AP A program. He

he received

feels the greatest blessings came

through developing

Those crazy APAs

skills and

Shaw, Pablo

Jimmy
Kerry Lee,

Tienda,
Ruth Rutherford,

and Shavonne Strauman (far
left), Jake Filkey and Paul
Deckret (middle left), Daniel
Russell, Ruth Rutherford,
Jimmy Shaw, John Mark Tho
mas, Shavonnne Strauman,
and Cristin Budd (middle
right), Katina Mausbach,
Candace Wall, Molly Van

Gorp, Jennifer Cooper, Paul
Deckret, Jake Filkey Joe
,

ible

people

with the incred

being

people

his

in the program.

"Diversity is the spice oflife,"
he stated when
wide

variety

describing

the

of people involved

in the APA program. "These

people exemplify
many ways, and
a

way to add

you're doing
tant for

serving

meaning
here.

people

people,"

Christ in

to

It's

so

them is
to

what

impor

invest in other

Cho added.

Caswell, and Mr. Eshleman en

joy

the APA retreat (right).
© Oral Roberts University

Academic Peer Advisors
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Rebecca Brittan
Executive VP

I

Jim Witmer

Greg Neal

VP Services

VP of Finance

I

Sarah-Ann Brown

Josh WHlht

VP of Commuter Affairs

Us

Help'
You
Help
AN ASSOCIATION FOR TH E

STUDENTS, BYTHE STUDENTS

� tudents

give much
consideration to who coordinated the all-school picnic or
the student bank in the Eagle's Nest. The blood, sweat, and
tears were

did not

always

take notice

or

sometimes overlooked. Who was it that took the

time to make these services and events the best for the
student body? The

answer

is two words: Student Associa

tion.

year's Student Association consisted of officers
represented the diversity of the university. Three

This
who

women

and three men made up the six member executive

committee, which served

to

bridge

the gap between the

body and the administration. With a vision to
cultivate unity and trust throughout ORU, the SA officers
tried to keep the students in mind in all areas.
The officers worked diligently to involve the students and
to give them a chance to make their college experiences
unforgettable. This meant coordinating a variety of events
from Java Hut and homecoming week to various picnics
and pizza parties. The plan ofVP ofActivities Josh Willhite
student

is to

"incorporate the entire student body and satisfy

its every need."

According to Student Association President Marsha Griffin" a bridge has been built to close the gap between
the students and administration." It's the closing of this gap that makes the offices of the SA so valuable.
...

11121 People
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Time crunching
Student body

President

Marsha Griffin schedules up

coming

bi-weekly
meeting.

events at

student officer

photo by

Giovanni

Bonding

as a

SA officers

Billings

team

put their heads

together
up with the
best events, programs, and
activities for ORU students.
to

photo by

come

Giovanni

Billings

Socializing at "The Hut"
Vice-President of Activities

Josh Willhite converses with

Stephanie Hazzard at TheHut.
Willhite and his team of SA
Activities workers

spend

hours coordinating thepopu
lar ORU performances.

photo courtesy Joey Papa

At

the Round Table

SA Officers deliberate with

plans

for

upcoming

school

events and share views about

critical ideas at

weekly plan

ning meetings.
photo by

© Oral Roberts University

Giovanni

Billings

Student Association
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Kevin

Snyder
President

Zlatka Atanassova

I

Vice President

I

Kristine

Kruger

Secretary /Treasurer

I

re

eaders
FRESHMAN COUNCIL

I E I veryone remembers his
It

was a new

world full of

or

her freshman year in

promise, excitement,

and

college.

humility.

After all, a freshman is at the bottom of the totem poll and must
be reminded of this fact. It is silently understood that it is the
of the upper classmen to pick on the "little freshmen." Yet
freshmen have the right to be heard as well, and ORU provides

job

that voice in the form of the Freshman Council.
The council of 2000-2001 consisted of 35 freshmen who

were

chosen to represent the freshman class in the various
and issues that applied to the student body. With four

selectively
areas

elected officers

as

their

guides,

the council

proudly

and dili

the voice of their peers. Each week the council
met to talk about freshman concerns and to allow the freshmen

gently

acted

as

decision-making for the activities on
campus. The meetings gave future student leaders an under
standing about the various clubs and leadership positions avail
able among the student body.
The specific goals of the Freshman Council as stated by its
creed were to "participate in the introduction to leadership
opportunities on campus, develop firm relationships of account
ability and camaraderie and provide the occasion to employ the talents and enthusiasm of each individual."
Those who took part in the council reaped back some of what they had sown; they also learned valuable skills in leade
ship, communication, public speaking, servantship, and commitment. Secretary/Treasurer Kristine Kruger said that
through her involvement in the council, she learned "stronger leadership and communication skills that will help me
achieve my life goals."
to be involved in the

[ill People

© Oral Roberts University

tofmed

to

Surprise, surprise

capacity

�reshman Council members get
'/

comfy"

as

Members opens gifts at the
annual FC "White Elephant"

they glean from

urrent campus leaders.

gift exchange.

Come

to order!
Freshman Council

bers
and

mem

exchange pleasantries
gifts at the Freshman

Council Christmas

(above); Council

party

members

listen

attentively to the
evening agenda (left);
Rebecca Benson opens the

meeting

in prayer

(below).

G

ather 'round
The council, in its

gets down
one

of its

(above).

enirety,

to business in

weekly meetings

The ladies of

Freshman Council listen

intently to the weekly
speaker (left).

© Oral Roberts University

Freshman Council

[ill

VIP STUDENT PROGRAM

I T I hey

were

Oral Roberts

what

some

might have

called the secret

University. Although they

were some

society

of

of ORU's

finest, the VIP students received little exposure among their peers.
Contrary to popular belief, VIP did not stand for "very important
The

of VIP

actually "Vicarious Intelligent
Persuaders." The focus was to build a bridge between students and
alumni by relaying information about current events, faculty, and
student affairs. Lauren Westgate, assistant for Alumni Programs,
described the job of a VIP student as "showcasing" the university.
The VIP program for 2000-2001 selected ten outstanding stu
dents, ranging from sophomore to graduate, to take on the role of
"ambassador." They were trained and prepared for high profile
activities through interviews, an etiquette seminar, and activities that
allowed the students to practice their people skills. The VIPs'
major activities included the Alumni Minister's conference,
President's auction, Golden Eagle Business Connection luncheons, Executive on Campus seminar sessions, Homeeom
ing, and Alumni Board of Directors' meetings. During these activities the VIPs facilitated the relationship between
alumni and ORU by escorting, greeting, telephone calling, and public speaking. Hosting Homecoming in February wa
the VIPs' big event of the year.
In return for their giving, the VIP students were richly rewarded, not with money or scholarships, but with an experi
ence that will benefit them far beyond their college careers. The VIP students learned valuable social skills, including
interviewing and public speaking. They were also involved in a one-on-one mentoring program in which each VliP
student had the opportunity to be mentored by a prominent alumnus. VIP President Brandon McGriff found that the
hands-on program gave students insight into surviving in the "corporate world" and the chance to build Iong-lastiag
relationships with peers and alumni.
Though the program is young, the VIPs have already played an intricate part in the growth of ORU. They have
connected the past with the present. They have put a face on ORU.
person."

meaning

Melissa

11161 People

was

Jones I

Ryan Shaughnessy
© Oral Roberts University

I

Nina Tukarski and Amber

Natale

For 22 year oldman
agement major Brandon
McGriff, a life of excellence
seemed to be

a subconscious
effort. A senior from Roches

ter, New York, McGriff was
selected to be president of
the VIP program after
ing for only one year.

serv

McGriff's vision for the

program

was

to advance

fi

and in

nancially
technology
while building the growth of
ORU through interpersonal
relationships with alumni.

Building the bridge
Brandon McGriff, Ryan
Michael
Shaughnessy,

Schriks, Marius Kolstad, and
Matt Lawrence offer a stately

pose at the Oklahoma Hall
of Fame Induction Cer
emony

(above);

Mackenzie

Smith, Paola Alvarez, and
Matt Lawrence chat at the
Pre sid en t' sA uction (left); the

VIPs work the auction and

plan

for

events

upcoming
(below).

alumni

But

despite all these chal
lenges and accomplishments,
McGriff says leading the VIP
program is easy.
"It's such

a

privilege to do

what I do," McGriff com
mented. "1 work with the

highest quality students and
an

incredible

alumni. When

group

you're

of
sur

rounded with people like this,

everyone is

already a leader.

We've all got
goes on."

a

say in what

This type of attitude is
what makes McGriff

a
per
fect fit for the servant-minded

VIPs.
"It's not abou t my personal

growth, but about
program's growth."

Ashleigh Claytor

I

Sarah

Goolsby

the

I

© Oral Roberts University
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CAMPUS MEDIA

rn

ehind cameras, in front of computer screens and in a sea of
photographs lies the world of campus media. The papers that were

read, the yearbooks that were signed, the music that was heard
blaring in front of Marriott, the Friday afternoon newscast-all were

by those behind campus media. The media of
2000-01 combined Campus Publications (Oracle and Perihelion) with
Campus Broadcasting, Telenews and KORU, keeping the students

brought to

students

informed

the events of campus life.
new administration and with

on

staff, the Oracle and
Perihelion faced forming new methods and procedures to get their
jobs done more efficiently. Each staff member spent countless hours
interviewing, collecting information, writing, sorting through pic
Under

tures and

a

creating layouts.

new

The end results

were

"

worth the toil and

provided weekly articles on campus news and events. The Perihelion operated on a series of deadlines
to capture the essence of the year. Aside from regular office hours, the publication staffs had several opportunities

tears. The Oracle

events as the Oklahoma Hall of Fa
go on location for various projects. Oracle and Perihelion editors attended such
Induction Ceremony, the President's Auction and the College Media Convention in New York City.
The broadcasting branch of campus media experienced a busy year as well. The student-run broadcasts provided
for hands-on experience in the fields of TV and radio, as well as entertainment for the campus audience. KORU kept

music playing on CCTV stations 24 hours a day, seven days a week. DJ s played the latest and most popular in Christi
music on the steps of Marriott on several occasions. ORU TeleNews was a combined Broadcast Journalism worksho

and MultiMedia Institute that gave the latest in national and campus
21 years this year, was brought to students by their peers.
The rewards for the media staff

were

news.

The half hour newscast, which celebrate

the work gave additional hands-a
chance to get involved in campus life and special events. For

immeasurable.

experience in their desired fields. For others, it was a
it was a blessing to pursue a hobby, to work as a team

For future

journalists

.

and to

see

their creations

Picture perfect
Publications

Photography

Editor, Giovanni Billings,
captures the campus (right);
Rachel

IU81 People

Highland and Anne
Singleton strike a pose at the
Campus Media Christmas
© Oral Roberts University
photo by Kami Fleck
Banquet (far right).

come

to fulfillment.

.§
�

G
};

Behind the

scenes

Jason Parnell provides audio
enjoyment for CCTV (left);

�

Andrew Black works the

i.

camera

taping

during

the

weekly

of Telenews.

photo by

photo by

Tricia

Stephen

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

Beth Pitts

Night and Day
Editors-in-ChiefEricKallevig
and Chris Dingess take New
York by the cover of dark
(above left); Chris
Dingess, Jonathan Fleming,
and [o]o Sanchez work by
day on the Perihelion (above
ness

right).

News anchors away
Vanessa Moore

plans for the

afternoon newscast
Kami Fleck

photo
by
© Oral Roberts University

(left).
Campus

Media

[ill

Our Season

or eacnlf ce
GRADS AND COMMUTERS

I MI

aybe

you

them

saw

parking lot, or perhaps
during chapel services.
who traveled from

rushing

to

and from their

you noticed them

These

one to

graduate

in the

in the

balcony

students and commuters

twenty miles

benefits of

sitting

cars

day agreed that the
surpassed the disadvantages.
a

commuting to school far
Those disadvantages may seem trivial to on-campus students,
who did not experience scrambling for a parking space or altering
travel times because of the unpredictable weather; but to a graduate
or commuter, these were daily concerns.
These commuting students were challenged by the demand of
cooking meals, paying bills, and maintaining strong family rela
tionships. All these demands were in addition to keeping school in
focus and maintaining spiritual stability. "If you are not willing to
put yourself in accountability, you will slip easily," commented
Roxanna Perez, a third year Counseling major.
Yet instead of being intimidated by their adversities, these
students used the challenges to help themselves and others. "(On
the drive to

school)

I pray 'Miracles

come

in Jesus name'

over

and over," said

Reggies Wenyika,

a

student in the school

of Graduate Education.

everday, and I think I'm serving and advancing the kingdom of God by making it easier for
them to get to school," stated Jereme Sampson, a Master of Divinity student.
No one could deny that there were unique challenges faced in order to continue education as a graduate student or
commuter, but they seemed to be so small in comparison to the exchange that was being made. Graduate commuters realized
that the deposit God was making in their lives was worth the season of sacrifice.
"I take

[201 People

one

person

to

school

© Oral Roberts University

Grads/commuters in action
Crystal Shields (far left),
grads/ commuters (middle
left), Sharon Colan and Ruth
Macintosh (middle

worship

in

Chapel;

Budd works with

right),
Cristin

com

muter, John Mark

Derryberry (immediate left).

Body and soul
Jared Litterell pauses be
tween bites of his

nachos which he

grande
bought on

the way to school; Abdi
Sellas leads prayer in com
muter devotions

(below).

photo by

Giovanni

Billings

Friendly faces
Master of

Divinity students,

Sherman Wilcotts and

David Barnes, greet Jade
Duncan on the fourth floor

of the Graduate Center.

© Oral Roberts University
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Mr. Don Eland
School of LifeLong Education
From: Denver, CO
Has been teaching at ORU for: 29 years
Became a teacher because:
"I

my dad

saw

having fun (and working very

hard) as a music teacher [at ORU]."
Most memorable moment
"

as a

teacher

...

today. The chemistry ofleaming is the
fountain of youth."
...

is

Most
If
•••

rewarding aspect of teaching

is found in the

...

people who are attracted to

learning, that is, the students, teachers, staff
and administrators. There is

a common sense

of purpose and commitment to

important

gOMs."
Best advice from students:
"Don't

ever wear

that particular tie

again."

Other activities:
III

addicted to my Lord, my wife, my kids,
backpacking, speed sailing, mountain biking
am

and cool new

computer media technologies."

��

I want stu�ents to remember me as
the person who pointe� out something

interesting an� eternally useful.

11221 People
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"

Dr. Ed Decker
School of Theology & Missions
From: Hawaii
Has been

teaching at ORU for:

Became

teacher because:

"I began

a

as a

12 years

Sunday school teamer simply

doing what I could to be or service f@ God."
Most
11

when

•••

I'm

rewarding aspect of teaching

...

student really comprehends what

a

saying and is able to put it into practice,"

Best advice for students:
"Learn the material- don't

study for the test!"

Other activities:
Christian Association for

Psychological Study

Association

American

Counseling
Counseling Association
Provides pastoral care at Fellowship Lutheran
Oklahoma
Church

Fly fishes

arnin§ is/was/

can

be fun.

»

have a passion for what you are �oin§.
lose the passion make a change.
»

If

From: Rochester, NY
Has been

teaching at ORU

Became

teacher because:

a

for:

3 years

thought that sharing knowledge with
others was exciting."
"I

Favorite lesson to teach students:
"The most
tion

are

Most
"
...

important people in any organiza

those at the bottom."

rewarding aspect of teaching

watching former students succeecl."

Wants students to remember
"
...

...

...

that I cared."

Other activities:
Research
Delivered

a

professional paper in Mexico,

New Orleans and Chile

Dr. Walt MacMillan
of Business
School
© Oral Roberts University

Most

Outstanding

Professors
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Dr.

Byron McKissack

School of Education

all

From: Florida

photos courtesy photography dept.

Has been teaching at ORU for: 6 years
Favorite lesson to teach students:

"Pleasing God means walking daily in obedience
him, exemplifying a strong and positive Chris
tian worldview in all phases and areas of life."
to

Most memorable moment as a teacher

...

"

when one of the most challenging students of
my career named a plant after me because of the
...

way I had impacted his life."

Wants students to remember

...

"
...

that I was an exemplar and

disciple of Jesus in

my teaching and in my life."

Other activities:

Church, professional organizations, missions

projects, Salvation Army

""Teaching

has been

gift a
enjoyment.
a

-

career

with

"

""I remember what an impact my teacher
life. I wante� to �o that for someo«
From: Arkansas City, Kansas
Has been teaching at ORU for: 3.5 years
Became a teacher because:
"I observed role models that I followed and

wanted to become that aspect for those entering
the profession."

Most rewarding aspect of teaching
"

...

touching lives. This can happen in many
different ways from physically helping someone
in their quest for help
or
having an extra mo
ment to just listen."
...

is

...

Best advice for students
"
...

as

to maintain

...

excellence in their field of practice

they treat the whole person."

Other activities:
Medical missions with husband
Anticipating arrival of her first child in September,
2001

Mrs.
11241 People

Amy Yorke Vu

School
of Nursing
© Oral Roberts University

Dr. Nathan Meleen
School of Arts & Sciences
From: San Jose, California
Has been teaching atORU for: 36 years
Favorite lesson to teach students
...

"

glaciers because they create such beautiful
landscapes and population issues because I
...

...

want to understand the heart of God and His

love for

people."

Most memorable moment
"In November 1997

a

as a

scheduled

teacher:

exam

in Earth

Science had to be canceled because the test did

get printed. [Instead], I shared our efforts to
incorporate Petra Field Camps and buy property
in the Ozarks. One student, Gary Palmeri, came
forward with a $100 check then asked if he could
share. Challenging the students to sow seed,
and not accept Ishmael in place of Isaac, Gary
raised over $800 among the students, the very
not

first money donated to Petra Field

Camps."

Most rewarding aspect of teaching
"

...

the

diversity of time and subjects, and
working with students. It is a rich privilege to
...

both pursue

knowledge and at the same time be

able to share the treasures you have found with
your students."

Wants students to remember about him:
"
...

that I have

a

passion for God and His cre

ation."

Other activities:
Founder and

president of Petra Field Camps, a
nonprofit educational/ religious corporation
Director of the new Willard Elsing Museum on
campus

«'io� Uln.i me to teach at an altar ofprayer, then le� me
into college teaching.
"

Most

© Oral Roberts University

Outstanding

Professors
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CULTY
rnr.

balling, modem language

Ardith Baker

Robin Branch

James Breckenridge
Lillian

Breckenridge
Joyce Bridgman

Barbara Brown

Mary Buckner
Bill Buker

Joe Cannon

Cynthia Claiborne

David Connor

Judy Cope
Edward Decker

Jr.

Vincent Dimiceli

Gerry Farrow

Carol Ganawah

George

Gillen

Bill Gordon
Wendi Green

Ray Gregg

-

Trevor Grizzle
Dominic Halsmer

David Hand
Dean Helland

Christiane Hill

11261 People
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&

staff

Laura Hill

Cheryl Iverson
Sylvia Johnson
Susie Jones
Robert Kiel
Andrew

Lang

Douglas Latta
Henry Lederle
Evie Lindberg
Robert Mansfield
Tom Mathew

Mark

Maynard

Kenneth

Mayton
McMurray
Meyers

Susan
Ron

Denise Miller

Timothy Norton
Ortega

Ana

Jeff Pace
Sharon Parris

Peggy Pixley
Tanya Roberts
Evelyn Rogers
James Russell

Robert Skinner
Pamela Smucker
Patt Techanchuk

Saumuel

Thorpe

James Tollett

Mary Trent-Williams

Evelyn Turner
Grady Walker
Larry Walker
Daniel Ward
Kenneth Weed

Carol Wilson

Marshal

Wright
Angharad Young

Faculty
© Oral Roberts University
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FRESHMEN
Rachel

Kyer,

Andrew

Josh Rutzen, Jeremy McWilliams, Am.drew

Sarah Mackowiak, Min
Young Kim, Caroline Tham

Brewer, Amanda Morse

Jenny

Parker, Gabe Harris, Nizam Rahim

Abendroth

Ruth Addison

Oerek Ahkoi
Undre Alee

Kimberly Armstrong
Daniel Ashby
Lynette Babb
Oshean Baker
Bautista

Jessica

Bonnie Bennet
Deborah Bebeau

Mandy

Blake

Tamara Blanke

Rebecca Boller

Melanie Brault
David Brown
Kasi

Brumbley

Jonathan

Carlson

Sheri Cashman
Rebecca Castle

Kimberly

Cecil

April
Bethany

Clark
Clark

Lauren Coon

Kimberly Cooper
Cortelyou

Lauren

Sarah Cote

Khrystina Dansby

"Java

Dave's because

you can drink coffee
and play cards."
Amanda Morse

�People

"Gypsy because everyone
else at school goes to
Nordaggios. It's a differ

atmosphere."
Justin Mayo

ent

"Eagle's Nest. Every
body goes there all the
time.

"

Charity Howard

© Oral Roberts University

"The

mo:vies-any
theater is fun to hang
out with

friends at."
Mandy Yates

Eric Davidson
Lauren Davis
Ruth

Ebangit

Edward Ewe

Joey

Faber

Katie

Finegan
Megann Franks
Samantha Gaines

Jimmy

Godlewski

Amanda Gonzalez

Robbie Goodwin

Clifton Gore
Oni Groves

Emily

Haas

Tiley

Sara Harris
Sarah Harris
Sonia Hart

Amanda

Hayner

Sarah Head

Jamie Hedges

Courtney Henderson
Yi

Ling

Go

Rachel Hoard

Dylan Hoffman
Krystal Holliday
Matthew Holzmann
Nicole Horton
Mateena

Hough

Xiaojin Huang
Jeffrey Hubbard
Eli Humphrey
Rachel Hunich

Jennifer Hurley
Evan Jackson
Jennifer Jarrett
Rebekah Jones
Kristen Kannard

Anthony Keathley
Courtland Kilpatrick
Melody King
Michelle

Klepp

Joel Kleppinger

Kathryn Kowalik
Adam Kuert

Bethany

Lambert

Lisa Lane
Nicholas Larson

Joseph

Leblanc

Jennifer

Jordon

Lincoln

Linscombe

Alondrea Love

Joseph Mackenzie
Sarah Mackowiak

Harmony

Macmillan

Danbi Martin

Lindsey Massey

© Oral Roberts University

Freshmen
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[DJorm life
Freshmen Nicole Nichols and

Jenny Abendroth,
more

and sopho

Anne Acker

(top left);

Freshman Jason Schmidt and

sophomore Emma Lawrence
(top right); Senior Gabe Har
ris, freshman Nizam Rahim,
sophomore Matt House, and
freshman
tom

Wyatt Wick (bot
left); Freshmen Beth

Carlson and Carol Trumbore,
and Rachael
son

Kyer, Tony Wil

and Sarah Mackowiak

(bottom right).

Justin Mayo
Calley McGehee
Amy McWhorter
Mercado

John

Matthew Miller

Emily Mings
Kim

Minyong

[olece Money
Michelle Moore
Marie Morrison

Patrick

Mungai
Destiny Myers
Chery 1 Newman
Codey Nicodemus
Adriana

Ortega

Kristin Osborn

Christopher

Overton

Loren Parker

Jenifer

Parrish

[eanett
Elizabeth

Paz

Phillips

Reid

Philips

Jay

Pitman

Elisabeth Pitts
Erika Ponce

NizamRahim
Amelia Ramirez
Daniel Reed

Andrea

Rodriguez

Tara Romasanta

Rachel Ruark
Levi Samford

Kathryne

Scanlon

Christen Sherwood

Alyssa Shimasaki

11301 People
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Joel Siedenburg

Mezyuneh
Jill

Smith-e-Incas

St. Clair

Markelia Stanford

Courtney
Jessica

Stevenson

Stewart

Lori Street

Samantha Suttles
Aaron

Svenby

Jillian Swaggerty
Caroline Tham
Dana

Thompsen
Whitney Tims
Sara Toedter

Erica Turner

Bethany Unbehaun
Abby Underberg
Naomi Valine

Jerome

Walker

Ting-Tu Wang
Joshua Webb

Angie White
Aaron Whittington
Wyatt Wick
Justin Woodard
Sherri Worth

Jeremy Wright
Mandy Yates

Katherine
Hector

Young
Zapata

[PJolaroid poses
Laura Williams,MaryCarlson

and

Abby Underberg (left);
Vogt, Sara Harris,

Rachel

Shana Cross, and Heather
DeMaison (middle); David

Eads

682

Total

408 Girls
274 Guys
50 Oldest Freshman
1 5 Youngest Freshman

654 North America
10 Asia
6 Europe
5 South America
4 Africa
3
© Oral Roberts University

(right).

61 0

Dorm Residents

70
34
10
7

Commuters
Transfers

Leadership
Married

PHOMORES

This kiss
Julie Newman and Kim
Wilson

pucker

up for the
camera.

photo courtesy Joe

An for

one

Caswell

N ine-to-five

...

Angie Smucker,

Liz Harms

and Elisha Holloman take up
arms with each other.

Angela

Russ Muller dutifully tends
to the work at hand.

photo by Giovanni Billings

Alderman

Loree Arnold
Suzanne Auch
Anita Bath

Theo

Blay

Richard Bolt

Bronson Bonner

Rowan Boston

Jason

Bowen

Kangar Bright
Cinsia Bristol
Carla Brown
Eleanor Burns

Daughin Chan

Sara Chesterton

Buckley

Cloud

Lisa

Coffey

William Coleman
Kristen Cook
Leanne Cook

Ami Correa

11321 People
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Elizabeth

Craig

Benjamin Crampton
Hannah Crockett

Ashley Cummins

Rodger

Cutler

Joshua Danker-Dake

Lanique
Chris

Davis

Dingess

Lana Ditto

Tiffany Dobbs
Angela Dyer
Elizabeth Elsey

Steve
God

was

Elliot knew

going to do great things
time at ORU, but he

during his

didn'tknow what to expect. The

20-year-old International Rela
tions major from Hays, Kansas
came to ORU and immediately
plugged into campus life and
Lisa Fisher

Cytella

Francis

Jamie Froehlich

Jacquelyn

Green

activities. Elliot sat

as a mem

ber of Freshman Council dur

ing the 1999-00 school year and
participated in a mission trip to
Bulgaria in thesummerof2000.
During his sophomore year,
Elliot served

as an

RA and

was

Tenia Hardin
Melissa

Harper
Stephanie Hefti
Sheila

Helgerson

asked to
Sarah Hutchins
Roahn

Hylton
Charles Ivy
Keri Jones

serve as

Middle EMR

during

02 school year.
as

serve

Cyprus

a

Head RA of

He will also

team leader on the

mission team

summer

the 2001-

during the

of 2001.

Outside oflife at ORU, Elliot
served

as

the head of the Model

United

Virginia Jones
Kelly Katic
Elizabeth Keegan
John Knox

Nations, a organization
gives young people to "a
better feel for what's going on in

which

the world

...

current

events, and

politics." Among his many du
ties as the head of MUN, Elliot
organized delegations
Rachael K yer
Debbie Larson

and col

lected supporters for the
zation.

Steve Elliot

came

to ORU

Emma Lawrence

expecting great things,

Jessica Leblanc

made

a

organi

and he

difference in many lives.

Yet he remained humble and

faithful. "You don't know what
to expect next, providing you're
obedient," he explained.

Sophomores
© Oral Roberts University
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Jessica Leonard

Betsy Lewis
Chris Lobser

Melony

Lockwood

Amie Lorson

Natalie Lurtis

Myron Mageto

Molly Marsh
Jeremy Marx
Blair Masching
Elisha Moore

[eric Murphy
Joe Nosak
Heather O'Donnell

Shawn Orth
Chris Rife
Eric

Rodriguez
Misty Rose

Adrianne Sanders
Melinda Sanders

Jillian Showman

Racheal

Speck

Lisa Stunkard
Amanda

Styles

Denee Sutherland

Reginald Thompson
Gladys Trasorras
Janina Tukarski

Mindi Wallace
Tania Walls
Sarah Weimer
Star Williams
Keshet

Jacqueline

Winfrey

Wohlmuth

759Sophomores31 3Guys445Girls5 30ldest Sophomore 1 8Youngest Sophomore
64 7Dorm Residents 112Commuters 160rranefere 1 3Manied86Leadership (RA, Chaplain, APA, etc.)
730North America8Europe7Asia6Africa6South America 2Australia
534White/non-Hispanic 121 Blacklnon-Hispanic30 Hispanic
19American Indian/Alaskan Native 15AsianlFacmc Islander 3 o Other 1 OUnreported
11:341 People
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s

My buddy an'd

me

(Clockwise from top) Rachel

Highland, Amy Palmer and
[en Samora; Stacy Fraser and
Bethany O'Connor; Betsy
Lewis

and

Chantelle

Todman; Arnie Litt and [en
Franzen; Matt Dzurik,
Meghan Stock, Josh Willhite,
Michelle Thevaos, Danielle
Goldsberry and Niki Caleca;
Chris Hart, Nate Perkins, Jay
Cox and Brandon Howard.

© Oral Roberts University

Sophomores

[ill

JUNIORS
Miriam Citrin

Nedland, Terra Vinson, Eric
Newman, Rachel Dathe, Lara Sprik
Erin

Melody Hutchinson,
Stephanie Sanchez, Heather
Brumit, Marie Morrison,

Ashley Lummins

Wade Addison
Gabrielle Ambrose

Steven Archibald

Kyle

Bainter

Mahinda Baker
Ivan Barrio

Virgilio Beato
Heidi Bents

Angela Boland
James Bowie
Sara Bowman

Gladys Broadous

Evan

Byrd

Scott Clemmer
Audra Coker
Tamara Coleman

Lukus Collins

Anthony Cooper

Tarsha Cowan
Staci

Cumming
Joy Daniels

Daniel Deuth
Tarik

Dugas

Ma tthew Dunmire

Becky Faber
Tanoka Franklin
Willie Garrison
Tewodros Girma
Daniel Glassner

Adam Guthmann

11:361 People
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What makes

being a

.

.

uni o r

different
than

an

other

ear?

Finally upperclass
men and general ed
classes

were com

As the

busy
busier,
clinging
got
to college life was
attempted and the
plete.

future drew

near.

"Being a junior finally
helped me understand
why upperclassmen

"Being with my friends

tend to be less social

closer than before and

[because they're

busy].

This

so

was a

HUGE revelation."

Patrina Lewis

was

the most

rable because

we

year

"Junior year

just knowing that I
have only one more

ent

memo

we were

year to go yet still

very stable

I

so

it is

one

year to spend
with the girls of

sti]! have another

together

is differ

more

a

place."

Joey Papa

Imago

Dei."

Becky

Faber

Carrie Herring
Timothy Hill
Laura Holman

Adrienne Husted

Holly

Ann Kilness

Daniel King
Elijah Lawrence
Patrina Lewis
Erica

Lindsey

Jessica Long

Ada Love
Rose

Lyda

Jamie Mathew
Kathleen Matthews

Jennifer McMillan

Juniors
© Oral Roberts University

�

583

551

North America

445

Dorm Residents

268 Guys

13

South America

1 38

Commuters

315

6

Asia

181

Transfers

6

Europe

76

Leadership

Africa

22

Married

53

Total

Girls

Oldest Junior

19 Youngest Junior 3
Danyle Miron
Mobley

Nicole

Rita Morris

Chineze Ndukwe

Greg Neal

Constance Nhira
Dewi

Nugroho

Sarah Olson

Joey Papa
Lorraine Pettiford

Nathanael Piatt

Shelly-Ann

Richards

Damarcus

Rogers

Rachel Sanchez
Rebecca Seefeldt

Paul
Vondale

Selwyn
Singleton

M. Victor Stallworth

Desmond Starks

Sheryl

Stone-Yates

Annica

Westphal
Guadalupe Zarate

1138/ People
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[Almoment in time

Koby Fleck and Miriam Citrin
(top left); junior Ma tt Dzurik,
sophomore Meghan Stock,
Josh Willhite and Greg Neal
(top right); junior Dan
Riskowski,

senior
Cind y
and freshmen Brian

Dykstra
Fay and Amanda Morse (cen
ter); sophomores Melody
Hutchins.on and Ashley
Cummins, junior Stephanie
Sanchez and sophomore'
Stephanie Blanchard (bottom
left); homecoming princesses:
junior Katie Hoffa, freshman
Deborah Bibeau and sopho
more

Brooke Wachtel

(bottom right).

© Oral Roberts University

Juniors

\139\

Misty

Rose

and senior

Angel

Ferrell

junior Rachel Dathe, senior Sam
Woods, and junior Larra Sprik

Brenda Miranda, Wesley Pebsworth,
Chelsea Perry, Elisha Moore, Javier

Maldonado,

Krista Hemme

Angela

Allen

Liv Bandlien

Colin Bent

[40/People

Eunice Allen

Selena Banks

Per Ove

Berg

Heather Andersen

Lowrene

Jonathan Anderson

Baptist

Kim Bittner
© Oral Roberts University

Rebecca Bashta

Mary

Bohan

Michell

Bailey

Faleca Bell

Joseph

Bohatec

Jeremy

Baker

Brian Bender

Donna Bonds

Darla Boodram

Aaron Brunell

Natalee

Campbell

Bobby Clayton

Tamisha Booker

Kelly

Bulthaus

Richard Cannon

John Clem

Suzanne Boone

Dawn

Mary

Burgman

Brittaney

David

Julie

Carlson

Kenneth Cole

Borman

Bury

Carmean

Martha Coleman

© Oral Roberts University

Melinda Borum

Sheree Bush

Joy

Carrette

Marie Collins

Jennifer

Bowman

Jennifer Butler

Jennifer Chiodo

Jennifer Cooper
Seniors
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Philippe

Corbaz

Matthew Cornelius

Joy

Coronado

It's not easy having it
all: brains, looks and athletic

ability, yet Ryan Thuston
seemed to do it all with

ease.

At

22-years-old, Thuston, an ac
counting major, graduated with
a3.6GPA. Williamspickedhim
up for a summer internship be
fore he took a job as an auditor
for Deloitte & Touche.
As

a

student, Thuston

Matthew Coventon

was a

Daniel Cox

Kara

Crump

resident of Covenant and a well
known face on campus. Thuston
was

more

although

than

he

pretty face,

a

was a

hot

pick

for

Michael Cuevas
roommate dates and

Danny

Daniels

Grace Daniels

banquets.

also known and recognized for his skill in campus
He

was

intramurals. He received MVP

of intramurals in 1998 and 1999
and MVP of basketball,

volley-

ball, and soccer in 2000. Thuston

grateful for the honor and
said, "I was surprised about the
recognition because there are so
was

many other great athletes here
on

Thuston

always wanted

take in all he could while he
at

Natalie David

campus."

college.

"You

just

Charleton Dechert

Paula Dettloff

to

was

have to

make the most of what God has

given you, and God has given us
a great opportunity to be here,"
he explained. He gathered everything he could and will take
all of that beyond ORU.

Kelly Douglas

11421 People
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Bethany

Ducharme

John

Dunn

846 Total
488 Girls

810 North America 498 Dorm Residents
17 South America 384 Commuters

358 Guys

9

70 Oldest Senior

5 Africa

19

5 Asia

Youngest Senior

Donnie

Duntley

Chaunta Fawver

Celina Duran

Aynaddis

Fekadu

264 Transfers

Europe

Jason Elliott

Angel

123

78 Married

Dalton Ellis

Ferrell

Leadership

Koby

Fleck

Erika

Engstrom

Adolfo Flores

Tenisha Farve

Antoinette

Gaboton-Moss

Stephen

Ganawah

Kyna

Garcia

Melanie Gardner

Brian Gaskill

© Oral Roberts University

Shane Gibson

Steven Gilliam

Seniors
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Erin

Gillogly

Libby Greig

Candy

Hansen

Thad Horner

Ramona

11441 People

Jones

Joni Gingles

April

Griffin

Stephanie

Tara

Hazzard

Huberty

Prashant

Joseph

Saralyn

Glen

Nomfundo Gobodo

Natalie Gonzalez

Michelle Griffin

Johnathan Grubbs

Renee

Ursula Henderson

John Hill

Holly

Jenna Griffin

Elizabeth Helmuth

Summer

Joel Jackson

Huskey

Timothy Jurgensen

Jennifer Kangas

© Oral Roberts University

Karen

Jennings

Tara Karnes

Chejuna Gray

Hanley

Hinton

Melissa Jones

Gwendolyn Kenned'

Desiree

Ketting

Tae Lim

Kyu

Vinson Lee

Robert Lien

Sean Love

© Oral Roberts University

James Kieffer

Heather

Leap

Kristina Leslie

Nellie

Lingerfelt

Rodney Lovegrove

Patrick Klase

Joshua

Lease

Christina Lewis

Deborah Little

Melody

Lowe

Seniors
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What is the best entree

you have created from the
cafeteria?

"My freshman
and sophomore
year when they
had "make

your

own

pizza," every
one always
asked me to make my pita pizza
salad sandwiches.

Deborah Madasz

Meredith

Mangum

jessica Marsh

"

Mary Carlson

Analisha Martinez

"I

always

Laura Martino

Melissa

McCiung

Penner

Make
sand

my own
wiches with a
bagel and make
a

melt in the

microwave. I also make my own
drink. It is a combination of iced

David

McCurley

Ebony

McDonald

jessica McGee

tea, lemonade and Sierra Mist."
Brian Gaskill

David McGlohon

Brandon McGriff

jerry McKinney

"My freshman
year I

was

being
adventurous,
and I ate
ice

a

waffle covered with

all in one bite."
Chelsea Perry

cream.

Aimee

11461 People
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Mcquary

Robin

Meyers

Elizabeth Middleton

I

nforgetable

...

freshman memory

liHE FIRST NIGHT OF FRESHMAN ORIENTATION ALL THE FRESHMEN WENT

BOWLING. WHILE I WAS THERE I HAD SOME AWESOME CONVERSATIONS ABOUT
GOD. WHEN WE GOT BACK TO SCHOOL AND STEPPED OFF THE BUS IN FRONT OF

SECURITY, SIX OF US DECIDED TO PRAY RIGHT THERE AND HAVE OUR OWN
REVIVAL. WE HAD OUR EYES CLOSED, AND THE NEXT
TIMEWE LOOKED UPABOUT3000THERS HADCOME
FROM THE OTHER BUS THAT HAD PULLED UP AND

FROM DORMITORI ES SPONTAN EOUSLY. PEOPLE WE RE

PlhLED WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT FOR THE FIRST TIME;
Ot'f.-IERS WERE HEALED. THE REVIVAL SPARKED A
FOUR-MONTH PRAYERMEETINGTHATWOULDMEET
EVERY MORNING, SIX TIMES A WEEK, IN THE FISHBOWL AT SEVEN A.M.

IF YOU ASK PEOPLE IN THE SPIRITUAL LIFE DEPARTMENT

ABOUTTHE SECURITY REVIVAL, THEY STILL REMEMBER IT. NOW, MANYOFTHOSE
FRESHMEN ARE LEADERSAS SENIORS. GODWASTRAINING LEADERS OF TODAY FOR

TOMORROW.
CHRISTY NICKOLEY

Robert Miles

Christy Nickoley

Andrew Miller

Shanedra Nowell

Isaac Mims

Jacob Odom

Sarah

Montgomery

Jason Oneal

© Oral Roberts University

Rusty

Munson

Daisy

Obi

Ryan Myers

Daniel

Page
Seniors
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Stephen

Rae

Sarah Roffler

Julie Schoonmaker

Kristy

Rasanen

Spring

Rowell

Angie

Schuller

Cynthia

Katie

Redmond

Salsbery

Tannessa Scott

Staci

Replogle

Lillian Samford

Chad Shelton

Steve Rettedal

Elyse

Charm

Sams

Shockley

Sara Roberson

Rachel Saunders

Windelyn
Shoulderblade

11481 People
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[[lasting impressions
Ebony McDonald and Sonya
Thompson (top left);Eva
Reyes and Frankie McClain
(middle left); Jason Oneal,
Rachel

Saunders,

Erin

and

Jeff Squire
Pennington,
(left); Erin Pennington and
Aaron Horne (bottom left);
Sarah Styles, Julie Schoon
maker, Ayodele Williams
and Dellareese Young (bot
tom middle); Brian Socall,J eff
Foster and Isaac Westdorp
(below).

Rebecca Siebenales

Brandi Simon

Coral Smith

jeff Smith

Heather

Skipper

Michelle Smith

joanna Skrzypnik

jenise Snyder

© Oral Roberts University

Brandi Smith

Rachael

Snyder

Christi Smith

Ryan Snyder

Seniors
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Brian Socall

Rebekah

•

Sonia Sosa

Ian

Nathaniel Stiefel

Stepp

Spencer

Melody

laser ta� battle of the bands-

Stoffer

Kimlyn Sprik

Tricia

Stephen

[enna Strout

Sarah

Styles

java hut-

skate

nigh.

Michael

Stephens

Lawrence Tarman

alumni reunions

•

Homecoming
Homecoming King nominees: Jacob
Odom, Casey Zachary, Jason Jackson.
The Men's Basketball team defea ted Chi

"WE CHOSE TH E
TH EME ALPHA

AND OMEGA

cago State 83-69.

FROM BEGINNING
TO END BASED ON
TH E VERSE THAT

SAYS THAT HE IS
TH E SAME

YESTERDAY,
TODAY AND
FOREVER."
STEPHANIE HAZZARD,

Homecoming Queen nominees: Jamie Davis, Kara Crump
and Brooklyn Epperhart. Jacob Odom and Kara Crump were
named Homecoming King and Queen Saturday,
February 17, during the half-time presentation.

HOMECOMING
COORDI NATOR

Whatwasthe
part
best

of

homecoming
week?

/ISO/ People

"The basketball game was good and so
just hanging out with friends. I also

"I liked the

was

props that

enjoyed 'Who wants to be a Millionaire'
half-time show because it was kind of
bizarre and funny to watch.
John Clem

because

"

they

made

cheering clapper
used at the game
were new and
they

we

lot

"

of noise.
Kimberly Philemonof

© Oral Roberts University

a

"I

enjoyed just seeing my friends
that I have known for years
being honored on the
homecoming court.
Holly Michael
"

Patricia Tarno

Marley

M@lIy

Thrasher

Van

Gorp

Amber Warner

Amanda Williams

Anne Techanchuk

Ryan

Thuston

Joshua Vanderklok

Aaron Wells

Mindy

Williams

Sandra Telfair

Ezekiel

Yesenia Trevino

Aparnna Tripathy

Femina

Regina

Thompkins

Billy Thompson

Eren Turner

Varghese

Cindy Vasquez

Erika Vinson

Werts

Lanson Wheeler

Sara Whittaker

James Witmer

Danielle Woodard

Mandi Wirtala

Joel Thompson

Joy Uyetake

David

Walling

Rachel Wilcox

Jamie Wyrick
Seniors
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Candace Beers
School of LifeLong Education
from Allentown, Pennsylvania,
Candace is the daughter of Lars and E]izabeth

Originally

"I have been

crucifie� with ChriJt;

it iJ no

tonger 1 who

life which 1 now live
of (jo�, who love�
byfaith
me.))
me an�
(jalatianJ 2:20
gave HimJelffor

live, but ChriJt lim in
in the fleJh 1 live

me; an� the

in the $on

Nilsson and the wife of James Beers. Candace

received her

degree in Elementary Education.
Candace hopes to someday teach in a Christian
school in another country. She is currently a
sixth grade teacher at Grace Fellowship church
and school and also helps her husband in his

preaching at a local church.

Candace? has been

greatly influenced by her grandmother and by
a dose friend who is also her
dau�hter-in-law's
mother. Candace's best memory whlle att@nd

mg

ORU is of her first time

She sat ill the

and

attending ehapel.

overwli\elmedl
b�lcony
by tihe thc)'"ught o� experiencing-the same tnmgs
her children (both graduates of ORU) had pre
viouslyexperienced.
was

Originally from Brookfield, Wisconsin, Jeremy is
the
a

son

of Daniel and Diane Baker. He received

bachelor's degree in both Spanish and account

working to meet CPA require
ments and attending law school to receive hls )D.
ing.

He plans

on

He would also like to receive

an

MBA and doc

Jeremy has been a resident advisor,
missions team leader and College Weekend di
rector. He has also been involved in varsity track
and intramurals, Community Outreach and the
Student Association. jeremy was president of the
National Spanish Honor Society, president ofthe
Management Society, treasurer of the Account
ingSociety, arnember of the Spanish and German
clubs and a College Republican. He has been
greatly influenced by his father. His bestrnemory
while attendingORU is of being named a Rhodes
Scholarship State Finalist.
toral degree.

Jeremy Baker

School of Arts & Sciences
11521

People
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((Wherever you are, be all there. Live to the hilt every
situation. that you �etermine to be the will of (jo�.))

-Jim Elliot

(II have been crucifie� with ChriJt; it iJ no longer I who
live) but ChriJt lim in me; an� the life which I now live

byfaith in the Son of tio�) who love�
me an� gave
HimJetffor me.» tialatianJ 2:20

in the fteJh I live

Todd Koos
School of Theology & Missions
Originally from Harlan, Iowa, Todd is the son
of David and Kay Koos. He received his
Master of Divinity. He also has undergraduate
degrees in biology and physical therapy. Todd
is currently the youth pastor at Woodland Hills
Foursquare Church and a physical therapist.
He plans to work toward church planting while
continueing his career as a health care profes
sional. Todd has been greatly influenced by
Cincinnati Reds' player Pete Rose and Eric
Liddle (from the movie Chariots of Fire). His
best memory while at ORU is of the incredible
peace he felt his first month attending the school.

This peace that he had

never

known existed

comforting to him after having left a
fulfilling career as a physical therapist in Florida
to obey a prophetic word from God.

was

very

Originally from Beaver, Pennsylvania, Rebekah
is the daughter of Dr. Paul and Barbara Pupi
and the wife of Jason Stepp. She received her
bachelor's degree in nursing with a concentra
tion in missions. She plans on working in the
emergency room at St. John's Hospital and
working toward her master's degree to become
a nurse
practitioner. She would also like to go
on

short-term medical missions.

graduating
ber of the

Society

Summa

Sigma

cum

Rebekah is

laude and is

Theta Tau

a mem

Honor

Nursing

and the Student Nurses' Association.

greatly influenced by her parents
and family, the nursing faculty, her husband
and friends Mary Ann Brown and June Evans.
Her best memory while attending ORU is when
her husband proposed to her in the gazebo
She has been

iJ

»

praying woman.
-AnonymouJ

(lBehin� every great

man

a

behind the Gilcrease Museum.

Rebekah Stepp
School of Nursing
Most

© Oral Roberts University

Outstanding Graduates �

Gretchen Verougstraete
Graduate School of'Business
Originally

from

Sterling Heights, Michigan,
daughter of Jerry and Andrea
Pauline Verougstraete. She received her MBA in
Accounting Finance. She plans on working for a
Gretchen is the

few years and pursuing a Ph.D. in Quantitative
Analysis. Gretchen served as the Vice President
of Events for the Graduate Business Association
and made the Dean's List several times. During
her undergraduate program, Gretchen wasnomi

natedfor"Who's Who among Students in Ameri
Universities and

Colleges." She was also a
member of Phi Beta Kappa and president of her
sorority. She has been greatly influenced by her
can

parents, Professor Terry Unruh, and her boy
friend Javier. Her best memory while attending
ORU is from her first day of orientation when she
met

a

friend

girl named Kelly
ever

who has been her best

since.

Originally from Leoti, Kansas, Annmarie is the
daughter of Roger and Toni Cooley and the wife
of ORU business professor, Marshal Wright. She
received an M.A. in Education with a concentra
tion in Public School Administration. She hopes
to obtain her doctoral degree and teach at ORU to

invest in future teachers' educations. Annmarie

currently teaches at Jenks High School where she
has been voted Teacher of the Month and nomi

nated for Teacher of the Year. She

enjoys being
working the
football and basketball games at Jenks High
School. She has been greatly influenced by her
husband, parents, friend Lynette Troyer, and
youth worker David Olshine. Her best memory
while attending ORU is of the quality of people
that she has been able to work with in the gradu
ate education department.
involved in her students' lives and

Annmarie Wright

Graduate School of Ecfucation
11.541

People
© Oral Roberts University

"A twaYI alk you rse If what'l the
-A nonymoul

right thing to �o."

"

'If anyone woul� come after me, he mUJt �eny
himJelf an� take up hiJ cro# an� follow me. For whoever
...

wantJ to save hiJ

life will lose it,

Jacob Odom

but whoever 10m hiJ

will fin� it. What goo� will it be for a

man
tife for
if he gain! the whole worl», yet forfeitJ hiJ Jout?",
me

Matthew 16:24--26

Undergraduate School of Business
Originally from Tulsa, Oklahoma, Jacob is the
of Phil and Jan Odom. Jacob received his
bachelor's degree in accounting. Jacob plans
son

becoming a CP A, getting involved in mis
sions, and possibly transferring to South
America. He graduated with a 4.0 GP A, was a
on

Head Resident Advisor, and a member of the
Accounting Honor Society. He had previously

been

chaplain and a missions team leader.
Jacob has been greatly influenced by Professor
Terry Unruh, Professor Ray Gregg, previous
ORU Missions director Jeff Rigler, and previ
ous ORU Men's
Chaplain Earl McClellan. His
most memorable moment while attending ORU
is when he and a few friends played ultimate
a

frisbee in the hail after the tornado of last year.

Originally from Crown Point, Indiana, Katie re
ceived her degree in English education. Katie
began her college career as a Provost Scholar. She
has been involved in Community Outreach, has
volunteered at Manor Care Health Services, and
has tutored students at the university and in the

community. She has been recognized in "Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities
and

Colleges."

She has also received the All

American Scholar Collegiate Award and been on

the President's Honor Roll. She was a member of
the National
ies.

Spanish and English Honor Societ

Katie's mission for her future education

career

is to

from God,

fulfill

II

teach students to value life

recognizing

that

they

were

as a

gift

created to

to rise

purpose,
up and face challenges,
and to function correctly and effectively, and
a

with excellence in the real world."

Katie

Salsbery

Undergraduate School of Education
© Oral Roberts University
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Graduates step it1to the future,
It

2:00

ready to make a huge 'mpact,

Stephen Hill lay on his
looking up
ceiling. With a Strate
final
the next day, he could
gic Management
not afford to spend his time daydreaming.
What consumed Hill's thoughts was that in
just a few days he would be walking across
a
platform to receive his degree, and his
college experience at ORU would be over.
For Stephen and the rest of the gradua
ting class, ORU had been instrumental in
developing them into the persons they had
was

a.m. as

bed

at

the

become.
"I'm

with

a

LE PLANS

The Chancellor

encouraged students to live

whole individuals, go into all the world
with the gospel and remember the principle
as

of seed-faith.

During the ceremony, students came to
understand that even though they were
leaving ORU, they were still part of the
ORU community, regardless of where they
went.

"I'm in the

awfully proud

struggle
of you,

Dana Mort

strong

"Out of
out

Chancellor Roberts
said

for

live

emotionally.

President Rich

Christ without sway
ing and shaking in

ard Roberts dis

my faith. Now I have
a
foundation--I'm

played the
compassion

ready to go out and
be a light. I won't con

father in his

form."

students.

missioning

prayed
ery day.

tion is what marked

who

his

com

of the
"We've

But

ev
our

prayers won't end
here. You were

Students

grads.
completed

same
as

for you

This determina
ORU

se

always love you.
proud of you,
and I'll always be
proud of you,"

high school I
ready to go

and

graduating

I'm

foun

dation," Hill said.
wasn't

with you, and I'm
our

niors. I love and I'll

here

leaving

•

their

education at ORU left

Christy Nickoley

with purpose and
destiny. They understood that

Jennifer

Kan"gas

called to go where
light is seen

God's

in

dim, His voice is heard small and His power

Nursing wasn't just about an
occupation to provide income. It was an
opportunity to shine with the light of Christ
where His light is dim, and to take strength

is not known. We'll continue to pray for you
as
you go there."

Finance

a

degree

or

of character and power of determination
an area where God's power is not
known. A degree was simply an added ar
into

row

in the

person,
or

quiver of

ready

to

be

a

a

whole, educated

world -changer in his

her chosen field.
Commencement

speaker

Pat Robertson

touched on this Christ-centered lifestyle and

graduates three things to remember as
they entered their' new season. "Do justly.
Love with a steadfast love. Finally, walk
gave

humbly before your God,"

Robertson said.

highlight of the ceremony was a
special live phone call with Chancellor
One

Oral Roberts who

was

unable to attend the

ceremony for the first time in

over

graduating class of Oral Rob
University marched across the stage to
receive diplomas, they were both elated
and wistful. They remembered the memo
ries over the years: crazy stories, passionate
worship and late night discussions.
As student response speaker Jacob
Knepper put it, "We solved the problems of
the world in three a.m. conversations, only
to forget the solutions when we woke up at
noon the next
day."
For Stephen Hill, no world problems were
solved before Strategic Management study
ing. That would come later. But the intro
spective look into the future did manage to
motivate him to finish his college years
As the 2001

erts

with excellence.

[TJeary -eyes and stuffy

20 years.

noses

Graduate students drench their Kleenex

with tears of joy
ment

during

address. photo by

the

commence

Giovanni

Billings

[Elnd of the beginning
11561 People

As the ceremony comes to an end, Josh
Hathorn prepares to flip his tassel indicating
© Oral Roberts University

he has

graduated. photo by Giovanni Billings

[[jmbracing the

moment

A proud smile shines

ceremony. photo by

through as two graduates embrace each other after the

Giovanni

Billings

[E] ncouragillg words
J acob Knepper

speaks to his fellow
graduates at the
commencement

ceremony. Knepper
chosen to

was

deliver his

after

a

speech
long applica

tion and interview

process.

photo by Giovanni Billings

!Wlise words
Pat Robertson

prepares to take the
stage and deliver the
commencement

address.

photo by Giovanni Billings

[IJooking into the future
From the

audience, young siblings watch

stage. photo by

Giovanni

as

the

"big kids"

walk

across

the

Billings

Graduation
© Oral Roberts University
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[FJ riends for eternity
Right:

Mia Goble and Sarah Roffler

capture

a

graduation memory.

photo courtesy Sarah

Roffler

Below:

Wingmates of Valor spend
last moment having fun together.

one

photo by Kami Fleck

The friends that I have

made here
much to
that

mean so

me.

some

I know

of them will

be friends forever.

-Sarah Roffler

(LA
�581 People

© Oral Roberts University

[MIom, I did it!
Samuel Woods shows off his
newly-received
diploma as he lets out a victory cry for all to
hear. photo by Giovanni Billings

© Oral Roberts University
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GRADUATE
STUDENTS
Donna Allwine

Donna Aunchman

Courtney

Bacon

David Barnes
Histella Bramble

Cheryl Brisby
Burgett

Elizabeth

Richard Cameron
Carl

Campbell

Joan Carlton

Gloria

Charry

Richard Coleman

Tonya

Crawford

Rahsaan Dawson

Clifton Durante

Johanna Fapohunda
Iren

Fellegvari
Anita Fine

Barbara Ford

ZuShanna Francis-Scott

Esther Helland

Judith Hodge
Pavel Hoffman

Jimmie Howell
Michelle Jackson

�({)I People

© Oral Roberts University

Jonathan Kattam
Colleen Keizer

Mary Ann

Lawler

Rachelle Martinez

Carolyn McGee
Sherry McLeod

Keith Medenblik

Donella Mutiso

Cephas Narh
Patricia O'Farrell
Martin Osae
Titus

Oyeyemi

Bernardo

Rangel

Jereme Sampson
Claudette Seales

Kathy

Shenkle

Tabitha

Symons
Nancy Tanner

Fran

Turnage
Tony Turpin
Wanda Vetter

Livingstone

Ward

Todd Whetsel
Sherman Wilcots

© Oral Roberts University

Graduate Students
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Bainter, Kyle 37, 39, 136
Baker, Jeremy 38, 140,

-A

152

Abedi, Robbyn 145
Abendroth, Jenny 128,
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A Great Little

World,

Within
Great

a

Big

Company.
We're what you might expect...and then

a

whole lot

more.

There

are

many advantages to working at one of the Household family of
companies. As a Fortune 200 leader in the financial services

stability and growth equates to a solid company within
a career. But the unique individual at Household also
shines through our size and our strength. After all, it's our
people their exchange of talent and ideas and drive to achieve
their personal and professional goals that really make Household
industry,

our

which to build

...

...

...

the

great company that it is!

Great

Company. Great People. Great Careers & Rewards.
That's the Household family of companies.
Household International

Beneficial Finance Corporation
Household Auto Credit
Household Credit Services

m�

Household Finance
Household

Corporation
Insurance Group

Technology

if1 Place to Work
for IT

& Services

career

opportunities today and apply

Chicagoland
ComputetWorid

-

Worldn9 Mother

Among the Top 500
Innovators
in the Nation
Information Week 500

Technology
-

online at:

www.household.com

/170/ National Ads

Among the
1 00 Best Companies
for Working Mothers

in
-

Find out about

I

l��

Household Retail Services, Inc.
Household

= 20 0 0
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Household

that through the talents of a diverse workforce
achieving global success is a reality.

recognizes

INTEGRIS Health
the right career choice
rightfrom the beginning.

The

Hospital of the future

MIDWEST

Congratulations Nursing Graduates, you did it!
Now join the state's largest Oklahoma-owned
health system, with hospitals, rehabilitation
centers, physicians clinics and mental health
facilities throughout much of the state.

Home

communities

openings, please
(405) 947-3510,
health. com

or

we

call

visit

serve.
our

our

For

a

listing

Midwest is Oklahoma's premier medical facility
where your education counts. We're growing by
leaps and bounds and invite you to grow with us.

of

employment center at
www.integris

website at

If you

INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources
4900 North Portland
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
Fax: (405) 947-3542

Is

are

a career

Midwest

Regional Medical

Center

2825 Parklawn Drive

Midwest

• INTEGRIS Health.
the

looking for

that gives you the
opportunity to excel professionally, help others
and develop a solid future in healthcare, contact
our
Human Resources Department at:

submit your resume to:

Right from

of the first Certified Trauma Center
City Metro Area.

in the Oklahoma

We invite you to join a dedicated, talented team of
doctors and nurses providing the best medicine to
the

is

beginning.

City, Oklahoma 73110

Fax: 405-610-1376

Email:

44.4-

hr@midwestregional.com

EOE

oba}

�

Our

Ch�iru�IY :f�i�a���re:�:pe���:

the chance to show what
highly
can
when
with
do
one
the
of
best
and
best-known
names around
they
really
working
companies
Sprint.
We need marketing professionals to help us achieve our vision of seamless global communications. And
the new world of advanced communications needs people who think BIG. We are hiring professionals for
our North Dallas office in the following areas:
-

Events Marketing
Employee Communications
Public Relations
Distribution and Channel Marketing
Market Development
Marketing Communications
Strategic Pricing and Promotions
Finance

Strategic Marketing
Project Management (Kansas City)
Sprint offers an outstanding salary and benefit package. Please visit our web site at
http://www.sprint.comlhr to view our current openings or fax your resume to: Sprint,
Attn: DGSMU698, 972-405-3617. We are proud to be an EEO/AA employer MlFIDN.

Also,

we

maintain

a

drug-free workplace

and

pcrfonn pre-employment
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substance abuse

testing.

National Ads

It7l1

The

Oral Roberts

University
Says,
the Family"

Alumni Association
"Welcome to

To the Class of 200 1 !

diploma entitles you to automatic
membership in the ORU Alumni Association.
We invite you to participate in our programs,
take advantage of our benefits and services,
Your

Clean
One Student At A Time

Keeping Colleges

Coinrnach

and become part of our active network
of more than 27,000 alumni.

Keep us

informed of your current address

so we can

keep you

informed of what's

happening with your alma mater. You can
update your address online (alumniweb.oru.edu),
by phone (918-495-6610), by mail (ORU Alumni
Relations, 7777 S. Lewis, Tulsa, OK 74171), or
by fax (918-495-6650). Check our web page for
Homecoming dates, career services, and more.
We're here to serve you!
We

now

develop

APS film in 2 hoursl

35mm, 120 & 110 Enlargements through 12 x 18
Copy Negatives & Inter Negatives Slide Dupes
•

•

IN-HOUSE BLACK & WHITE

& E6 COLOR SLIDE PROCESSING

•

252-3652
8172 E. 68th St .• 1 block east of Memorial

on

.�
••
!

VISA

i

68th

o (I B OUTFITTERS
6044 S. Sheridan Rd.

Tulsa, Oklahorna 74�45

(918) 492-1866

Flyfishing
Canoes

Backpacks
'Jents
Boots
Outdoor

Bonded and Insured

742·2000

Proud to have contributed to the
Mabee Center project at ORU

10005 East 44th Place

Clean Dean's

11721 National Ads
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Clothing

•

Tulsa, OK

74146-4707

Chimney Sweep

Service

"

PA

101\1

"

AUTHORIZED
•

•

•

•

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
PAVING & SEALING
ASPHALT & CONCRETE
NEW CONSTRUCTION

Jennite®

•

COATING APPLICATOR
•

RESURFACING & REPAIR
JOINT & CRACK SEALING
"Trusted

By

Oklahomans
Since 1948"

RECOGNIZED FOR QUALITY

PARKING LOT
STRIPING

EVERYTHING
IN

Thank You to
Oral Roberts

University

�.�.
Itt

Storefronts· Window Glass Plate Glass
Tub Enclosures· Shower Doors· Patio Doors
Furniture Tops Mirrors· Custom Mirror Walls
Storm Windows & Doors· Plexi-Glass & Screens
Insulated Glass
-

from

-

•

ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
•

INSURANCE CLAIMS RESIDENTIAL· COMMERCIAL
EXPERIENCE SINCE 1953

Carrier

Dyer Glass & Mirror Co
•
•
•
.

Iff;}:ll'il1l1
Monday Friday 7 am to
9740 East 54th
-

(one
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block east of

Mingo

on

5 pm

54th)

National Ads

11731
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